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INTRODUCTION

IF DIALLING PARENTS OR ALTERNATE CONTACT NUMBER (TELENO 5 TO 12), ASK:

[Single]
Good [Morning/ Afternoon/ Evening]. My name is (SAY NAME) from Roy Morgan Research on behalf of Australian National University. May I speak to [Youth’s parent/alternate contact]?

IF NAMED PERSON NOT AVAILABLE, SAY: May I speak with someone who knows how to contact [Youth’s given name] [Youth’s last name]?
IF SPEAKING TO [Youth’s given name], SELECT CODE 1 ‘SPEAKING TO YOUTH’.

REINTRODUCE IF NECESSARY

IF INFORMATION ABOUT YOUTH NOT AVAILABLE, MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TO SPEAK WITH [Youth’s parent/alternate contact].
IF [Youth’s parent/alternate contact] DOES NOT KNOW YOUTH, TERMINATE AND CODE 141 ‘NAMED SAMPLE RESPONDENT NOT AT THIS NUMBER’.

IF ASKED, HOW DID YOU GET MY NUMBER, SAY: [Youth’s given name] gave it as an alternate contact number when participating in a telephone survey called “Youth in Focus”, in case there was difficulty in contacting them.
IF NECESSARY, MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
IF ASK WHO THE CLIENT, HIT ESC H AND SELECT CLIENT$H.
IF RESPONDENT ASKS FOR MORE INFO ABOUT THIS PROJECT OR ROY MORGAN RESEARCH, HIT ESC H AND SELECT RMR$H.
IF RESPONDENT HAS CONCERNS ABOUT PRIVACY ISSUES, HIT ESC H AND SELECT PRIVACY$H

#/
APPOINTMENT COMMENTS
*=  // #202.

1 SPEAKING WITH YOUTH
2 SPEAKING WITH PARENT/ ALTERNATE CONTACT/ SOMEONE WHO KNOWS HOW TO CONTACT YOUTH

IF SPEAKING WITH PARENT/ ALTERNATE CONTACT (CODE 2 ON INTRO1), ASK:

NEWNUMB AND NEWNUMB2 ARE ASKED HERE

On behalf of the researchers at the Australian National University, thank you for helping us today.

INTERVIEWERS PLEASE DO NOT TERMINATE, YOU WILL BE MOVED TO THE NEXT RESPONDENT

IF GAVE NEW HOME NUMBER

SET TELENO 13 AND DIAL NEW NUMBER 3 OR 6 TIMES
IF GAVE NEW MOBILE NUMBER

SET TELENO 14 AND DIAL NEW NUMBER 3 OR 6 TIMES

ENDIF

IF DID NOT ENTER A NEW NUMBER

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF DIALLING YOUTH NUMBER (TELENO 1 TO 4 OR 13 TO 16), ASK:

[Single]
Good [Morning/ Afternoon/ Evening]. My name is (SAY NAME) from Roy Morgan Research on behalf of Australian National University. May I speak to [Youth’s given name] [Youth’s last name]?

IF TALKING TO NAMED RESPONDENT, SELECT CODE 2 TO CONTINUE.

IF RESPONDENT IS UNAVAILABLE: Do you know when would be a good time to reach them? IF NECESSARY, MAKE GENERAL APPOINTMENT.

IF RESPONDENT NOT AT NUMBER: Do you know another number that we might be able to reach them on?
IF YES, SELECT CODE 1 AND RECORD ALTERNATE NUMBER ON NEXT SCREEN.
IF NO, TERMINATE AND CODE 141 'NAMED SAMPLE RESPONDENT NOT AT THIS NUMBER'.

1 ENTER NEW NUMBER
2 SPEAKING WITH [Youth’s given name]

IF ENTER NEW NUMBER (CODE 1 ON INTRO2), ASK:

NEWMUMB3 ASKED HERE

Thank you for your time and assistance

SET TELENO 15 AND DIAL NEW NUMBER 6 TIMES

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF SPEAKING WITH YOUTH (CODE 1 ON INTRO1 OR CODE 2 ON INTRO2), CONTINUE:
I am calling about the research project called Youth in Focus which you are part of. This is a study of national importance, supported by the government, for the benefit of all young Australians.

We’ll be sending you $15 as a thank you for taking part in this survey. To qualify for the $15, you will need to complete both the telephone survey and the short mail-out or on-line survey. The survey takes about 25 minutes, your participation is voluntary and you may terminate the interview at any time.

As you may remember, two years ago in 2006 you participated in the Youth in Focus survey. This is the second wave of the survey, and we would like to ask you some questions about your experiences during the past two years.

IF MORE INFORMATION ON THE SURVEY IS REQUIRED: Youth in Focus is about the experiences of young people in Australia. It aims to get a more accurate picture of how young people are doing economically and socially. The research will help our understanding of how young people are doing in education, work, and life in general and this will be used to help the government develop more effective ways of providing services to those who need them.

IF NECESSARY/ RESPONDENT DID NOT RECEIVE APPROACH LETTER: If you would like, I can provide you with a web page where you can find out more information about the project. (NOTE: PLEASE CONTINUE INTERVIEW)

IF NECESSARY SAY (I.E. RESPONDENT HESITATES OR ASKS ABOUT PRIVACY): All information will be treated in the strictest confidence and will not affect any government benefits that you might be getting.

IF ASK WHO THE CLIENT, HIT ESC H AND SELECT CLIENT$H.

IF RESPONDENT ASKS FOR MORE INFO ABOUT THIS PROJECT OR ROY MORGAN RESEARCH, HIT ESC H AND SELECT RMR$H.

IF RESPONDENT HAS CONCERNS ABOUT PRIVACY ISSUES, HIT ESC H AND SELECT ISSUE$H

#/ APPOINTMENT COMMENTS *= // #202.

ENDIF

ASK ALL YOUTH RESPONDENTS

[Single]
SCR1. Are you happy to participate in the Youth in Focus survey?
1 YES
2 NO

IF NOT WILLING TO PARTICIPATE (CODE 2 ON SCR1), SAY:

[Single]
SCR2. This is a very important study to help understand Australian families and how young people gain independence. We can call back at another time or at another number, if it is more convenient. What would be most convenient?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF THIS IS THE FIRST SCREEN, HIGHLIGHT CODE 1 TO CONTINUE.
INTERVIEWER NOTE: USE ONE OR MORE OF THE BELOW TEXTS IF NEEDED.
The success of this research depends on your ongoing involvement as this study is based on interviewing the same people over some years to ensure our sample is representative of young people in Australia.
The success of the study this year will influence government funding for it into the future therefore it is important that we interview as many people who participated in the study form two years ago as we cannot replace these with any new interviews.
By participating and offering your opinion you are representing other young people just like yourself.
The results of the study are used by a range of academics and the government departments to ensure that future policies and services are based on real data - that is based on the information you give us.

1 OK TO CONTINUE NOW
2 OK TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
3 NOT WILLING TO PARTICIPATE
151 REFUSED- WORRIED THAT CENTRELINK BENEFITS WOULD BE AFFECTED
152 NoScreen REFUSED- NOT IN CONTACT WITH PARENT/ CHILD (TRY TO AVERT- WE STILL WANT TO TALK TO RESPONDENT!)
153 REFUSED- WORRIED THAT INFORMATION WILL NOT BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL
154 NoScreen REFUSED- GOING OVERSEAS AND UNABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN SUBSEQUENT WAVES
155 REFUSED- DOES NOT WANT SURVEY DATA MATCHED WITH CENTRELINK DATA
156 NoScreen REFUSED- RESPONDENT WANTS TO BE SENT NEW LETTER

IF WILLING TO MAKE APPOINTMENT (CODE 2 ON SCR2),

MAKE APPOINTMENT

NOT WILLING TO PARTICIPATE (CODE 3, 151 TO 155 ON SCR2), THANK AND ABANDON USER35:

Thank you for your time and assistance

NOT WILLING TO PARTICIPATE AND WANTS NEW LETTER (CODE 156 ON SCR2), THANK AND ABANDON USER38:

IF NO POSTAL ADDRESS RECORDED, ASK:

Please could I get your correct mailing address?

ENDIF

I would like to confirm your postal address

Thank you for your time and assistance

ENDIF

ENDIF
SECTION A – IDENTIFICATION

ASK EVERYONE

Before we start the interview, I need to check that the details I have for you are correct.

[Single]
A3. Firstly, is your name spelt [Youth’s given name] [Youth’s last name]?
1  YES, CORRECT
2  NO, NOT CORRECT

IF NAME NOT SPELT CORRECTLY (CODE 2 ON A3), FIX NOW:
   CHANGE RESPONDENT’S NAME HERE
ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

[Multiple]
A4. Your mailing address is [POST_ADDRESS], [POST_SUBURB], [POST_STATE], [POST_POST]?
HIGHLIGHT ALL MENTIONED
1  Single  YES, ALL CORRECT
2  NO, STREET ADDRESS NOT CORRECT
3  NO, SUBURB NOT CORRECT
4  NO, STATE NOT CORRECT
5  NO, POSTCODE NOT CORRECT

IF ANY ADDRESS DETAILS INCORRECT FIX THEM NOW
ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

[Single]
A5. And your birthday is [DATE_OF_BIRTH]?
1  YES, CORRECT
2  NO, NOT CORRECT

IF BIRTHDAY WRONG (CODE 2 ON A5), FIX NOW:
   CHANGE BIRTHDAY HERE
ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

[Single]
A6. INTERVIEWER NOTE: RESPONDENT’S SEX IS RECORDED AS [SEX]. ENTER SEX OF RESPONDENT. IF UNCERTAIN, ASK:
1  MALE
2  FEMALE
SECTION C - CURRENT HOUSEHOLD

ASK EVERYONE

Now I'd like to ask you some questions about your current living arrangements and the people that you live with.

C1. Are you currently married or living with a partner in a de facto relationship? By de facto we mean a living arrangement with a partner without being married.
1  YES, MARRIED
2  YES, DE FACTO
3  NO

C2. Are you currently living in large-group accommodation such as a hostel, a boarding house, or a TAFE or university residence?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF FOR ANY REASON YOU LIVE IN MULTIPLE HOUSEHOLDS, PLEASE REFER ONLY TO THE HOUSEHOLD WHERE YOU SPEND THE MOST TIME.
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

IF NOT LIVING IN A HOSTEL, BOARDING HOUSE (CODE 2 OR 3 ON C2), ASK:

C3. Are you currently living in share accommodation? That is, NOT in your parents' or guardians' house.
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF LIVING IN GROUP OR SHARE ACCOMODATION AND MARRIED OR WITHOUT PARTNER (CODE 1 ON C2 OR C3 AND CODE 1 OR 3 ON C1), ASK:

C4. Is #/your partner or anybody else related to you currently living/there anybody related to you who also lives/ in the same place?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

IF MARRIED PEOPLE WHO DO NOT LIVE WITH ANYBODY (I.E. THOSE WHO WILL NOT GO THROUGH THE HOUSEHOLD ROSTER) (CODE 1 ON C1 AND CODE 2 OR 3 ON C4), ASK:

C4C. How old is your partner?
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D
IF REFUSES, ESC \n
ENDIF

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT LIVES IN GROUP ACCOMMODATION OR IN SHARED ACCOMMODATION AND LIVES WITH SPOUSE/PARTNER AND/OR RELATIVES (CODE 1 ON C4 OR CODE 2 ON C1 AND CODE 1 ON C2 OR C3), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 17, Default Value:16, Refusal Code:17}
C5. How many of the people that you live with are a part of your family? Please include your partner.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: THIS ONLY INCLUDES PEOPLE LIVING WITH THE RESPONDENT WHO ARE RELATED/ PART OF FAMILY, INCLUDING THE RESPONDENT’S PARTNER.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF FOR ANY REASON YOU LIVE IN MULTIPLE HOUSEHOLDS, PLEASE REFER ONLY TO THE HOUSEHOLD WHERE YOU SPEND THE MOST TIME WHEN ANSWERING THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.
IF YOU SPEND AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF TIME IN MULTIPLE HOUSEHOLDS, PLEASE REFER ONLY TO ONE HOUSEHOLD, PREFERABLY TO A HOUSEHOLD WHICH INCLUDES A NATURAL PARENT.
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D
IF REFUSES, ESC \n
[Single] {Removed}
NO ONE ELSE
1 NO ONE
2 SOMEONE

IF LIVES WITH OTHER RELATIVES

[Single]
C5_1A. (For each person who lives with you and is a part of your family, please tell me how they are related to you, their age and sex.
INTERVIEWER NOTE: This only includes people living with the respondent who are related including the respondent’s partner.)

Thinking about the FIRST person you live with...
what is their relationship to you? He/ She is your...?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>OWN MOTHER (BIOLOGICAL OR ADOPTIVE AS AN INFANT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>STEPMOTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FOSTER MOTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OWN FATHER (BIOLOGICAL OR ADOPTIVE AS AN INFANT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>STEPFATHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>FOSTER FATHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SISTER/HALF-SISTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>STEPSISTER/FOSTER SISTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>BROTHER/HALF-BROTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>STEPBROTHER/FOSTER BROTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>GRANDMOTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>GRANDFATHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>WIFE, FEMALE DE FACTO PARTNER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>HUSBAND, MALE DE FACTO PARTNER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>GIRLFRIEND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>BOYFRIEND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>OWN DAUGHTER/SON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>OWN STEPDAUGHTER/STEPSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>PARTNER’S GRANDMOTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>PARTNER’S GRANDFATHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>PARTNER’S MOTHER/STPMOTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>PARTNER’S FATHER/STPFATHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>PARTNER’S SISTER/HALF-SISTER/STPSISTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>PARTNER’S BROTHER/HALF-BROTHER/STEPBROTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>FRIEND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>FLAT MATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>AUNTY/ UNCLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>COUSIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>BOSS/ WORK COLLEAGUE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IF MENTIONED ANOTHER RELATIVE**

[Quantity] [Min: 0, Max: 102, Default Value:101, Refusal Code:102]

C5_1B. How old are they?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF PERSON AGED LESS THAN 12 MONTHS, RECORD YEAR AS 0.
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D
IF REFUSES, ESC \n
C5_1C. RECORD GENDER OF FIRST RELATIVE
1  MALE
2  FEMALE

ENDIF

ENDIF

**Questions C5_xA – C5_xC are repeated for 14 more relatives**

[SINGLE] [Removed]

C5PART. COMPUTED VARIABLE FOR LIVING WITH PARTNER

1  LIVING WITH PARTNER
2  NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER

**IF RESPONDENT MARRIED OR DE FACTO AND NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER (CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1 AND NOT CODE 13 TO 16 ON C5_1A TO C5_15), ASK:**

[SINGLE]

C5A. You mentioned earlier that you are currently #/married/living with a partner/. Can I just check that you are not living with your #/spouse/partner/?
1  NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER
2  LIVING WITH PARTNER

[Quantity] [Min: 14, Max: 102, Default Value:101, Refusal Code:102]

C5_16B. How old are they (your partner)?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D
IF REFUSES, ESC \n
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C5_16C. RECORD GENDER OF PARTNER

1  MALE
2  FEMALE

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF DOESN'T LIVE IN GROUP ACCOMODATION AND DOESN'T LIVE IN SHARED ACCOMODATION (CODE 2 OR 3 ON C2 AND C3), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 18, Default Value:18, Refusal Code:17}
C6. Including yourself, how many people usually live in your household? This also includes people who may be currently absent because of work, travel or study, but will live with you again when they return.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: Include people currently in hospital or people who work interstate and come back home on the weekends.

IF NECESSARY SAY: PLEASE INCLUDE YOURSELF

IF FOR ANY REASON YOU LIVE IN MULTIPLE HOUSEHOLDS, PLEASE REFER ONLY TO THE HOUSEHOLD WHERE YOU SPEND THE MOST TIME WHEN ANSWERING THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

IF YOU SPEND AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF TIME IN MULTIPLE HOUSEHOLDS, PLEASE REFER ONLY TO ONE HOUSEHOLD, PREFERABLY TO A HOUSEHOLD WHICH INCLUDES A NATURAL PARENT.
IF CAN’T SAY,   ESC D
IF REFUSES,    ESC \n
[Single] {Removed}
NO ONE ELSE

1  NO ONE
2  SOMEONE

IF LIVES WITH OTHER PEOPLE

[Single]
C7_1A. (For each person in your household, please tell me how they are related to you, their age and sex.)

Thinking about the FIRST person you live with...
what is their relationship to you? He/She is your...?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1  OWN MOTHER (BIOLOGICAL OR ADOPTIVE AS AN INFANT)
2  STEPMOTHER
3  FOSTER MOTHER
4  OWN FATHER (BIOLOGICAL OR ADOPTIVE AS AN INFANT)
Questions C7_xA – C7_xC are repeated for 14 more relatives

[Single] {Removed}
C7PART. COMPUTED VARIABLE FOR LIVING WITH PARTNER
1 LIVING WITH PARTNER (IF CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1 AND CODE 13,14, 15,OR 16 IN C7_xA)
2 NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER (IF NOT CODE 1 IN THIS QUESTION)

RESPONDENT MARRIED OR DE FACTO AND NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER (CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1 AND NOT CODE 13 TO 16 ON C7_1A TO C7_15), ASK:

[Single]
C7A. You mentioned earlier that you are currently #/married/living with a partner/. Can I just check that you are not living with your #/spouse/partner/?
1  NOT LIVING WITH PARTNER
2  LIVING WITH PARTNER

[Quantity] {Min: 14, Max: 102, Default Value:101, Refusal Code:102}

C7_16B. How old are they (your partner)?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D
IF REFUSES, ESC \n
[Single]

C7_16C. RECORD GENDER OF PARTNER
1  MALE
2  FEMALE

ENDIF

ENDIF

C8. COMPUTED FROM C4, C5, C6, C7: Is the respondent living with one or both own parents?
1  BOTH OWN MOTHER AND OWN FATHER IN HOUSEHOLD (CODE 1 AND 4 ON C5 OR C7)
2  OWN MOTHER IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT OWN FATHER (CODE 1 ON C5 OR C7 AND NOT CODE 4 ON C5 OR C7)
3  OWN FATHER IN HOUSEHOLD, BUT NOT OWN MOTHER (CODE 4 ON C5 OR C7 AND NOT CODE 1 ON C5 OR C7)
4  NEITHER OWN MOTHER, NOR OWN FATHER IN HOUSEHOLD (NOT CODE 1 AND NOT CODE 4 ON C5 OR C7)

[Single] {Removed}

C10. COMPUTED FROM C4, C5, C6 and C7: Is the respondent living with own children?
1  Own children present in household (IF CODE 17 ON C5 OR C7)
2  No own children present (IF NOT CODE 1 IN THIS QUESTION)

ASK EVERYONE

IF (CODES 7 TO 12 OR 19 TO 24 OR 27 TO 28 OR 96 TO 97 ON ANY C5 1A TO C5 15A OR C7 1A TO C7 15A) and (NOT CODE 1 TO 6 ON ALL C5 1A TO C5 15A AND C7 1A TO C7 15A) ASK:

[Single]

C15. This next question may or may not apply to your situation. Do you consider any of the adults in your household a parental figure, or would you say you are living independently?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, SAY: DO YOU RELY ON ANY ADULTS IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD FOR ADVICE OR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, AS YOU WOULD YOUR MOTHER OR FATHER?
1  YES, HAS GUARDIAN/ PARENTAL FIGURE IN HOUSEHOLD
2  NO, INDEPENDENT

ENDIF

[Single] {Removed}

C19. Derived variable composite of C4, C5, C7, C6 and C15: Is the respondent now living independently, or with adult relatives or a guardian?
1  YES, INDEPENDENT
2. NO, A PARENT, STEPPARENT, ADULT RELATIVE OR GUARDIAN IS PRESENT

They answer code 2 in C15, regardless of their answers elsewhere, OR They answer code 1 on C2 or C3 AND code 2 or 3 in C4 OR They belong to a one person household (C6 equals 1). OR If C5 x and C7 x do NOT have codes 1 TO 6 (including unrecorded on both questions) AND C15 is skipped.

IF RESPONDENT IS INDEPENDENT (CODE 1 ON C19, AND UNRECORDED W1C16A), ASK:

C16A. When did you first live independently, that is, when did you first live without parents or guardians?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER INFORMATION IN YEAR AND THEN ENTER MONTH AT NEXT QUESTION IE JAN 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 2006
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D
IF REFUSES, ESC \

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 14, Default Value:14, Refusal Code:13}
C16B. (When did you first live independently, that is, when did you first live without parents or guardians?)

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER MONTH HERE IE JAN 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 01
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

1 JANUARY 4 APRIL 7 JULY 10 OCTOBER
2 FEBRUARY 5 MAY 8 AUGUST 11 NOVEMBER
3 MARCH 6 JUNE 9 SEPTEMBER 12 DECEMBER

[Multiple] {Spread:10}
C17. Who were you living with, just before you started living independently that first time? HIGHLIGHT ALL MENTIONED

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1 OWN MOTHER (BIOLOGICAL OR ADOPTIVE AS AN INFANT)
2 STEPMOTHER
3 FOSTER MOTHER
4 OWN FATHER (BIOLOGICAL OR ADOPTIVE AS AN INFANT)
5 STEPFATHER
6 FOSTER FATHER
7 SISTER/HALF-SISTER
8 STEPSISTER/FOSTER SISTER
9 BROTHER/HALF-BROTHER
10 STEPBROTHER/FOSTER BROTHER
11 GRANDMOTHER
12 GRANDFATHER
13 WIFE, FEMALE DE FACTO PARTNER
14 HUSBAND, MALE DE FACTO PARTNER
15 GIRLFRIEND
16 BOYFRIEND
17 OWN DAUGHTER/SON
18 OWN STEPDAUGHTER/STEPSON
19 PARTNER'S GRANDMOTHER
20 PARTNER'S GRANDFATHER
21 PARTNER'S MOTHER/STEPMOTHER
22 PARTNER'S FATHER/STEPFATHER
23 PARTNER'S SISTER/HALF-SISTER
24 PARTNER'S BROTHER/HALF-BROTHER
25 NoScreen FRIEND
26 NoScreen FLAT MATE
27 NoScreen AUNTY/ UNCLE
28 NoScreen COUSIN
29 NoScreen BOSS/ WORK COLLEAGUE
30 NoScreen NIECE/ NEPHEW
31 NoScreen SISTER'S OR BROTHER'S PARTNER
32 NoScreen FAMILY FRIEND
33 NoScreen STUDENT
C18. Why did you leave your parents' or guardians' home (for the first time)?
HIGHLIGHT ALL MENTIONED

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1. JUST WANTED TO MOVE AWAY AND BE INDEPENDENT
2. WANTED TO LIVE WITH A PARTNER
3. FOR EDUCATIONAL REASONS
4. FOR EMPLOYMENT REASONS
5. MUST LIVE IN AN INSTITUTION (CORRECTIVE, PSYCHIATRIC ETC.)
6. UNABLE TO LIVE AT HOME FOR ECONOMIC REASONS OR NO SPACE
7. UNABLE TO LIVE AT HOME BECAUSE OF POOR RELATIONSHIPS
8. COULD NOT ACCEPT THE RULES THERE
9. TO GO TRAVELLING
10. PARENT MOVED OUT
11. FELL PREGNANT/ HAD A BABY
12. WANTED TO LIVE WITH OTHER PARENT
13. WANTED TO LIVE WITH OTHER RELATIVE(S)
14. I WAS ASKED/ TOLD TO LEAVE (UNSPEC)
97. OTHER REASON (SPECIFY)
98. CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

SECTION D - CHILDHOOD LIVING ARRANGEMENTS

ASK EVERYONE

EXCLUDE THOSE ASKED D10A IN WAVE 1, ALSO EXCLUDE THOSE STILL AT HOME (ie EXCLUDE THOSE WHO ARE CODE 1, 2 OR 3 ON WAVE 2 C8), ALSO EXCLUDE THOSE WHO ANSWER BOTH 4 AND 5 ON WAVE 1 QUESTION D9, ALSO EXCLUDE THOSE WHO ANSWER 1 OR 4 (OR BOTH) ON W2 C17.

IF RESPONDENT LIVED WITH OWN PARENTS PREVIOUSLY BUT DOES NOT ANYMORE OR DID NOT ANSWER IN WAVE 1 (UNRECORDED W1D10A OR NOT CODE 1 TO 3 ON C8 OR NOT CODE 4 AND 5 ON W1D9 OR NOT CODE 1 OR 4 ON C17), ASK:

D10A. When did you first move out of your own parents’ home?
IF NECESSARY, SAY: that is, when did you last live with YOUR OWN mother or father?

INTERVIEWER NOTE:ENTER INFORMATION IN YEAR AND THEN ENTER MONTH AT NEXT QUESTION IE JAN 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 2006
SECTION E - FAMILY BACKGROUND

ASK EVERYONE

IF EVER LIVED WITH MOTHER (CODE 1 OR 3 ON W1D9), ASK:

In the next section of the survey, I'm going to ask you about your relationship with your parents.

For the following statements please tell me whether it is always, often, usually, sometimes, hardly ever or never true. The first one is...

ENDIF

IF EVER LIVED WITH FATHER (CODE 2 OR 3 ON W1D9), ASK:

In the next section of the survey, I'm going to ask you about your relationship with your parents.

For the following statements please tell me whether it is always, often, usually, sometimes, hardly ever or never true. The first one is...

ENDIF

IF LIVE (OR RECENTLY LIVED WITH) STEPMOTHER (CODE 2 ON C5ALL OR C7ALL OR C17) AND STEPMOTHER ALIVE AND DON'T REFUSE TO TALK ABOUT STEPMOTHER IN WAVE 1 (NOT CODE 8 OR 9 ON W1E20C), ASK:

In the next section of the survey, I'm going to ask you about your relationship with your parents.

For the following statements please tell me whether it is always, often, usually, sometimes, hardly ever or never true. The first one is...

ENDIF
IF LIVE (OR RECENTLY LIVED WITH) STEPFATHER (CODE 5 ON C5 OR C7 OR C17) AND STEPFATHER ALIVE AND DON'T REFUSE TO TALK ABOUT STEPFATHER IN WAVE 1 (NOT CODE 8 OR 9 ON W1E20D), ASK:

In the next section of the survey, I'm going to ask you about your relationship with your parents.

For the following statements please tell me whether it is always, often, usually, sometimes, hardly ever or never true. The first one is...

ENDIF

THE ORDER OF PARENTS WILL BE RANDOMISED

IF EVER LIVED WITH MOTHER (CODE 1 OR 3 ON W1D9) AND MOTHER NOT DECEASED (NOT CODE 8 ON W1E20A), ASK:

E20A. Your mother's ideas and opinions about the important things in life are ones you can respect.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS       5  HARDLY EVER   9  DON'T WANT TO TALK
2  OFTEN        6  NEVER         ABOUT MOTHER
3  USUALLY      7  CAN'T SAY
4  SOMETIMES    8  MOTHER DECEASED

IF MOTHER ALIVE AND DON'T REFUSE TO TALK ABOUT MOTHER (NOT CODE 8 AND CODE 9 ON E20A), ASK:

E21A. Your mother respects your ideas and opinions about the important things in life.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS       4  SOME TIMES   7  CAN'T SAY
2  OFTEN        5  HARDLY EVER
3  USUALLY      6  NEVER

E22A. You find it easy to understand your mother.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS       4  SOME TIMES   7  CAN'T SAY
2  OFTEN        5  HARDLY EVER
3  USUALLY      6  NEVER

E23A. How often do you feel that your mother makes too many demands on you?
Would you say it's always, often, usually, sometimes, hardly ever or never?

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS       4  SOMETIMES       7  CAN'T SAY
2  OFTEN        5  HARDLY EVER
3  USUALLY      6  NEVER

[SINGLE]

E24A. Overall, how would you characterize your relationship with your mother?

(Would you say it is #/always friendly, often friendly, usually friendly, sometimes friendly, hardly ever friendly or never friendly/never friendly, hardly ever friendly, sometimes friendly, usually friendly, often friendly or always friendly/?)

1  ALWAYS FRIENDLY
2  OFTEN FRIENDLY
3  USUALLY FRIENDLY
4  SOMETIMES FRIENDLY
5  HARDLY EVER FRIENDLY
6  NEVER FRIENDLY
7  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF EVER LIVED WITH FATHER (CODE 2 OR 3 ON W1D9) AND FATHER NOT DECEASED (NOT CODE 8 ON W1E20B), ASK:

[SINGLE]

E20B. Your father's ideas and opinions about the important things in life are ones you can respect.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS       5  HARDLY EVER       9  DON'T WANT TO
2  OFTEN        6  NEVER
3  USUALLY      7  CAN'T SAY
4  SOMETIMES    8  FATHER DECEASED
IF FATHER ALIVE AND DON'T REFUSE TO TALK ABOUT FATHER (NOT CODE 8 AND CODE 9 ON E20B), ASK:

E21B. Your father respects your ideas and opinions about the important things in life.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

2] OFTEN  5] HARDLY EVER
3] USUALLY  6] NEVER

E22B. You find it easy to understand your father.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

2] OFTEN  5] HARDLY EVER
3] USUALLY  6] NEVER

E23B. How often do you feel that your father makes too many demands on you?

Would you say it's always, often, usually, sometimes, hardly ever or never?

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

2] OFTEN  5] HARDLY EVER
3] USUALLY  6] NEVER

E24B. Overall, how would you characterize your relationship with your father?

(Would you say it is #/always friendly, often friendly, usually friendly, sometimes friendly, hardly ever friendly or never friendly/never friendly, hardly ever friendly, sometimes friendly, usually friendly, often friendly or always friendly/?)

1] ALWAYS FRIENDLY  5] HARDLY EVER FRIENDLY
2] OFTEN FRIENDLY  6] NEVER FRIENDLY
3] USUALLY FRIENDLY  7] CAN'T SAY
4] SOME TIMES FRIENDLY

E25B. Overall, would you say your father's behaviour towards you is always friendly, often friendly usually friendly, sometimes friendly, hardly ever friendly or never friendly
(Would you say it is #/always friendly, often friendly, usually friendly, sometimes friendly, hardly ever friendly or never friendly/never friendly, hardly ever friendly, sometimes friendly, usually friendly, often friendly or always friendly/?)

1  ALWAYS FRIENDLY
2  OFTEN FRIENDLY
3  USUALLY FRIENDLY
4  SOMETIMES FRIENDLY
5  HARDLY EVER FRIENDLY
6  NEVER FRIENDLY
7  CAN’T SAY

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF LIVE (OR RECENTLY LIVED WITH) STEPMOTHER (CODE 2 ON C5ALL OR C7ALL OR C17) AND STEPMOTHER ALIVE AND DON’T REFUSE TO TALK ABOUT STEPMOTHER IN WAVE 1 (NOT CODE 8 OR 9 ON W1E20C), ASK:

[Single]
E20C. Your stepmother’s ideas and opinions about the important things in life are ones you can respect.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS
2  OFTEN
3  USUALLY
4  SOMETIMES
5  HARDLY EVER
6  NEVER
7  CAN’T SAY
8  DECEASED

IF STEPMOTHER ALIVE AND DON’T REFUSE TO TALK ABOUT STEPMOTHER (NOT CODE 8 AND 9 ON E20C), ASK:

[Single]
E21C. Your stepmother respects your ideas and opinions about the important things in life.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS
2  OFTEN
3  USUALLY
4  SOMETIMES
5  HARDLY EVER
6  NEVER
7  CAN’T SAY

[Single]
E22C. You find it easy to understand your stepmother.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS
2  OFTEN
3  USUALLY
4  SOMETIMES
5  HARDLY EVER
6  NEVER
7  CAN’T SAY

[Single]
E23C. How often do you feel that your stepmother makes too many demands on you?

Would you say it’s always, often, usually, sometimes, hardly ever or never?

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS  4  SOMETIMES  7  CAN’T SAY
2  OFTEN   5  HARDLY EVER
3  USUALLY 6  NEVER

[Sing]  
E24C. Overall, how would you characterize your relationship with your stepmother?

(Would you say it is #/always friendly, often friendly, usually friendly, sometimes friendly, hardly ever friendly or never friendly/never friendly, hardly ever friendly, sometimes friendly, usually friendly, often friendly or always friendly/?)

1  ALWAYS FRIENDLY  5  HARDLY EVER FRIENDLY
2  OFTEN FRIENDLY  6  NEVER FRIENDLY
3  USUALLY FRIENDLY 7  CAN’T SAY
4  SOMETIMES FRIENDLY

[Sing]  
E25C. Overall, would you say your stepmother's behaviour towards you is always friendly, often friendly usually friendly, sometimes friendly, hardly ever friendly or never friendly?

(Would you say it is #/always friendly, often friendly, usually friendly, sometimes friendly, hardly ever friendly or never friendly/never friendly, hardly ever friendly, sometimes friendly, usually friendly, often friendly or always friendly/?)

1  ALWAYS FRIENDLY  5  HARDLY EVER FRIENDLY
2  OFTEN FRIENDLY  6  NEVER FRIENDLY
3  USUALLY FRIENDLY 7  CAN’T SAY
4  SOMETIMES FRIENDLY

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF LIVE (OR RECENTLY LIVED WITH) STEPFATHER (CODE 5 ON C5 OR C7 OR C17) AND STEPFATHER ALIVE AND DON’T REFUSE TO TALK ABOUT STEPFATHER IN WAVE 1 (NOT CODE 8 OR 9 ON W1E20D), ASK:

[Sing]  
E20D. Your stepfather's ideas and opinions about the important things in life are ones you can respect.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS  4  SOMETIMES  7  CAN’T SAY
2  OFTEN   5  HARDLY EVER  8  DECEASED
3  USUALLY 6  NEVER
IF STEPFATHER ALIVE AND DON'T REFUSE TO TALK ABOUT STEPFATHER (NOT CODE 8 OR 9 ON E20D), ASK:

[SINGLE]
E21D. Your stepfather respects your ideas and opinions about the important things in life.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS  4  SOMETIMES  7  CAN'T SAY
2  OFTEN  5  HARDLY EVER
3  USUALLY  6  NEVER

[SINGLE]
E22D. You find it easy to understand your stepfather.

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS  4  SOMETIMES  7  CAN'T SAY
2  OFTEN  5  HARDLY EVER
3  USUALLY  6  NEVER

[SINGLE]
E23D. How often do you feel that your stepfather makes too many demands on you?

Would you say it's always, often, usually, sometimes, hardly ever or never?

IF NECESSARY, SAY: IS THAT ALWAYS, OFTEN, USUALLY, SOMETIMES, HARDLY EVER OR NEVER TRUE?

1  ALWAYS  4  SOMETIMES  7  CAN'T SAY
2  OFTEN  5  HARDLY EVER
3  USUALLY  6  NEVER

[SINGLE]
E24D. Overall, how would you characterize your relationship with your stepfather?

(Would you say it is #/always friendly, often friendly, usually friendly, sometimes friendly, hardly ever friendly or never friendly/never friendly, hardly ever friendly, sometimes friendly, usually friendly, often friendly or always friendly/?)

1  ALWAYS FRIENDLY  5  HARDLY EVER FRIENDLY
2  OFTEN FRIENDLY  6  NEVER FRIENDLY
3  USUALLY FRIENDLY  7  CAN'T SAY
4  SOMETIMES FRIENDLY
E25D. Overall, would you say your stepfather's behaviour towards you is always friendly, often friendly usually friendly, sometimes friendly, hardly ever friendly or never friendly?

(Would you say it is #/always friendly, often friendly, usually friendly, sometimes friendly, hardly ever friendly or never friendly/# of friendly, often friendly, usually friendly, sometimes friendly, hardly ever friendly, or always friendly/#?  

1  ALWAYS FRIENDLY  
2  OFTEN FRIENDLY  
3  USUALLY FRIENDLY  
4  SOMETIMES FRIENDLY  
5  HARDLY EVER FRIENDLY  
6  NEVER FRIENDLY  
7  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

ENDIF

SECTION F – SCHOOL

ASK EVERYONE

IF WAS STILL IN SCHOOL AT WAVE 1 (CODE 1 ON W1F2), OR
IF LEFT SCHOOL BEFORE COMPLETING YEAR 12 AT WAVE 1 (CODE 1 TO 4, 7, 8 ON W1F14), ASK:

In the next section of the survey, I'll ask you some questions about school.

INTERVIEWER NOTE:
RESPONDENT'S ANSWER TO F2 IN WAVE 1 IS:  [%W1F2]
RESPONDENT'S ANSWER TO F14 IN WAVE 1 IS:  [%W1F14]

ENDIF

IF WAS STILL IN SCHOOL AT WAVE 1 (CODE 1 ON W1F2), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 26, Default Value:26, Refusal Code:25}
F1. Including primary and secondary, how many different schools have you attended?
IF CAN'T SAY,  ESC D
IF REFUSES,  ESC \

[F2. Are you still going to secondary school or have you left school?

1  STILL GOING TO SCHOOL  
2  LEFT SCHOOL

ENDIF

IF LEFT SCHOOL BEFORE COMPLETING YEAR 12 AT WAVE 1 (CODE 1 TO 4,7,8 ON W1F14), ASK:

[SINGLE]
F2A. When we interviewed you in 2006, you said that you had left school. After that have you ever gone back to school?

1  NOT GONE BACK TO SCHOOL
2  RETURNED TO SCHOOL AND STILL THERE
3  RETURNED TO SCHOOL BUT NOW LEFT

IF RETURNED TO SCHOOL (CODE 2 OR 3 ON F2A), ASK:

[Multiple] {Spread:20 }
F2B. What was the main reason you went back to school?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1  NoScreen  TO FURTHER MY EDUCATION (UNSPEC)
2  NoScreen  I WANTED TO FINISH YEAR TWELVE/ GET MY SCHOOL CERTIFICATE
3  NoScreen  I WANTED TO FINISH YEAR TEN
4  NoScreen  TO GET A GOOD JOB/ FURTHER MY CAREER
97  Openend  OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  NoScreen Single  CAN’T SAY

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF GOING TO SCHOOL (CODE 1 ON F2 OR CODE 2 ON F2A), ASK:

[SINGLE]
F3. Are you going to a government school, a catholic school, or some other non-government school?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT SAYS STATE SCHOOL, CODE AS GOVERNMENT SCHOOL (CODE 1)

1  GOVERNMENT
2  CATHOLIC
3  OTHER NON-GOVERNMENT
4  CAN’T SAY

[SINGLE]
F4. What year are you now in at school?

1  YEAR 9 OR LOWER
2  YEAR 10
3  YEAR 11
4  YEAR 12
5  YEAR 13
6  UNGRADED
7  CAN’T SAY

IF RESPONDENT IS NOT IN YEAR 12 OR 13 (CODES 1 TO 3, 6 OR 7 ON F4), ASK:

[SINGLE]
F5. Are you planning to complete Year 12?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF PLANNING TO COMPLETE YEAR 12 SOMEWHERE ELSE (E.G. TAFE), ENTER AS CODE 1 YES
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN’T SAY

ENDIF

IF STILL GOING TO SCHOOL (CODE 1 ON F2 OR CODE 2 ON F2A)

F6. Have you ever repeated a year at school?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN’T SAY

F7. What do you plan to do after you leave school? For example, get an apprenticeship or traineeship, go to TAFE or university, get a job, or what?
RECORD FIRST MENTIONED
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1  GO TO UNIVERSITY
2  GET AN APPRENTICESHIP
3  GET A TRAINEESHIP
4  GO TO A TAFE COLLEGE
5  DO SOME OTHER COURSE OR TRAINING ELSEWHERE
6  LOOK FOR WORK/GET A JOB
7  GO TRAVELLING
97  Openend  OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single  CAN’T SAY

F8A. Compared with most of the students in your year at your school, how well are you doing in English?
READ OUT
1  Well Above Average
2  Above Average
3  Average
4  Below Average
5  Well Below Average
6  (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

F8B. Compared with most of the students in your year at school, how well are you doing in mathematics?
READ OUT AS NECESSARY
1  Well Above Average
2  Above Average
3  Average
4  Below Average
5  Well Below Average
6  (DO NOT READ) CAN'T SAY
7  (DO NOT READ) HAVE NOT STUDIED MATHEMATICS

[Single]
F8C. Compared with most of the students in your year at school, how well are you doing in school overall?
READ OUT AS NECESSARY

1  Well Above Average
2  Above Average
3  Average
4  Below Average
5  Well Below Average
6  (DO NOT READ) CAN'T SAY

[Single]
F9. Have you ever been suspended from school?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: WE ARE ASKING ABOUT BEING TEMPORARILY EXCLUDED FROM SCHOOL
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

[Single]
F10. And have you ever been expelled from school?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: WE ARE ASKING ABOUT BEING PERMANENTLY EXCLUDED FROM SCHOOL
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT HAS LEFT SCHOOL SINCE WAVE 1 (CODE 2 ON F2 OR CODE 3 ON F2A), ASK:

F11A. In which month and year did you leave school?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER INFORMATION IN YEAR AND THEN ENTER MONTH AT NEXT QUESTION IE NOV 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 2006
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 14, Default Value:14, Refusal Code:13}
F11B. INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER MONTH HERE IE NOV 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 11

(F11A. In which month and year did you leave school?)
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \

1  JANUARY    7  JULY
F12. Was your last school a government school, a catholic school, or some other non-government school?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT SAYS STATE SCHOOL, CODE AS GOVERNMENT SCHOOL (CODE 1)

1 GOVERNMENT
2 CATHOLIC
3 OTHER NON-GOVERNMENT
4 CAN'T SAY

F13. Did you ever repeat a year at school?

1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY

F14. What year were you in when you left school?

1 YEAR 9 OR LOWER
2 YEAR 10
3 YEAR 11
4 YEAR 12 (DID NOT COMPLETE THE YEAR)
5 YEAR 12 (COMPLETED THE YEAR)
6 YEAR 13
7 UNGRADED
8 CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF LEFT SCHOOL BEFORE COMPLETING YEAR 12 (CODES 1 TO 4, 7 OR 8 ON F14), ASK:

I am going to read out a list of reasons why people leave school. I would like you to tell me how important each of these reasons was in your decision to leave school before year 12. Please use a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

F15A THROUGH TO F15L WILL BE ROTATED

[SINGLE]
F15A. You had, or wanted to get, a job or an apprenticeship?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

1 1 - NOT IMPORTANT
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5 - VERY IMPORTANT
6 CAN'T SAY

[Singe]
F15B. You weren't doing very well at school?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

For response codes, see F15A.

[Singe]
F15C. Financially, it was hard to stay at school?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

For response codes, see F15A.

[Singe]
F15D. Your teachers thought you should leave?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

For response codes, see F15A.

[Singe]
F15E. Your parents thought you should leave?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

For response codes, see F15A.

[Singe]
F15F. You wanted to earn your own money?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

For response codes, see F15A.

[Singe]
F15G. The school didn't offer the subjects or courses you wanted to do?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

For response codes, see F15A.
F15H. Your friends did not do Year 12?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

For response codes, see F15A.

F15I. Health reasons?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

For response codes, see F15A.

F15J. You were expelled from school?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

For response codes, see F15A.

F15K. Year 12 was not needed for the work you wanted to do?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

For response codes, see F15A.

F15L. You were often in trouble at school?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF NECESSARY, REPEAT: Where 1 means not important and 5 means very important.

For response codes, see F15A.

F15M. Was there any other important reason, that I haven't mentioned?
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1  BULLYING AT SCHOOL
2  GOT BORED WITH IT
3  NoScreen  FELL PREGNANT/ HAD A BABY
4  NoScreen  FAMILY PROBLEMS/ ISSUES (UNSPEC)
5  NoScreen  FAMILY ILLNESS/ PARENT DECEASED
6  NoScreen  HOMELESS/ GOT KICKED OUT OF HOME/ NEEDED TO SUPPORT MYSELF
7  NoScreen  MOVED HOUSE/ MOVED STATE/ DIDN'T WANT TO START AGAIN
8  NoScreen  DIDN'T LIKE THE SCHOOL/ DIDN'T GET ALONG WITH THE TEACHERS/ STUDENTS
9  NoScreen  QUALITY OF THE SCHOOL/ TEACHERS WERE NOT TO MY LIKING
10 NoScreen  HAVE A LEARNING DISABILITY (DYSLEXIA/ DYSPRAXIA ETC)
11 NoScreen  DID NOT THINK I WOULD PASS/ DO VERY WELL
12 NoScreen  WANTED TO START WORK/ HAVE A CAREER/ APPRENTICESHIP/ EARN MONEY
13 NoScreen  WANTED TO GO TO TAFE/ OTHER TERTIARY EDUCATION
14 NoScreen  WAS ASKED TO LEAVE/ EXPELLED/ SCHOOL DIDN'T WANT ME THERE ANYMORE %
97  Openend  OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single  CAN'T SAY
99  Single  NOTHING ELSE

F16. As a result of your studies did you receive any certificate, such as a VET Statement of Attainment or any other academic achievement award?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

IF RECEIVED A CERTIFICATE (CODE 1 ON F16), ASK:

[Multiple] {Spread:10 }
F17. What was this certificate called?
HIGHLIGHT ALL MENTIONED

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1  TAFE CERTIFICATE E.G. CERTIFICATE I OR II
2  SECONDARY COLLEGE RECORD
3  EMPLOYMENT COURSE CERTIFICATE
4  A CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION AWARDED BY THE SCHOOL
5  CERTIFICATE IN VOCATIONAL (VET) STUDIES
6  STATEMENT OF ATTAINMENT OF VET SUBJECTS COMPLETED
7  ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
8  SPORTING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
9  DUX OF CLASS/YEAR/SCHOOL
97  Openend  OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF
ENDIF

IF A SCHOOL LEAVER (CODE 2 ON F2 OR CODE 3 ON F2A), ASK:

[Single]
F18A. In your final year of secondary school, how good were you at English compared to other students in your year?
READ OUT

1 Well Above Average
2 Above Average
3 Average
4 Below Average
5 Well Below Average
6 (DO NOT READ) CAN'T SAY

[Single]
F18B. In your final year of secondary school, how good were you at mathematics compared to other students in your year?
READ OUT AS NECESSARY

1 Well Above Average
2 Above Average
3 Average
4 Below Average
5 Well Below Average
6 (DO NOT READ) CAN'T SAY
7 (DO NOT READ) DID NOT STUDY MATHEMATICS

[Single]
F18C. In your final year of secondary school, how good were you at school overall compared to other students in your year?
READ OUT AS NECESSARY

1 Well Above Average
2 Above Average
3 Average
4 Below Average
5 Well Below Average
6 (DO NOT READ) CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT LEFT SCHOOL AFTER YEAR 12 OR 13 (CODE 5 OR 6 ON F14), ASK:

[Single]
F19. In which state or territory did you last go to school?

1 ACT
2 NSW
3 VICTORIA
4 QUEENSLAND
5 SOUTH AUSTRALIA
6 WESTERN AUSTRALIA
7 TASMANIA
8 NORTHERN TERRITORY
9 OTHER (E.G. ABROAD)
10 REFUSED
F20A. Did you study for the International Baccalaureate in your last year of school?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

IF STUDIED FOR THE IB CERTIFICATE (CODE 1 ON F20A), ASK:

F20B. Did you obtain the IB (International Baccalaureate) Certificate?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF DIDN'T STUDY FOR IB OR DIDN'T OBTAIN IB CERTIFICATE (CODES 2 OR 3 ON F20A OR F20B), ASK:

THE TYPE OF AWARD/ CERTIFICATE GIVEN WILL VARY DEPENDENT ON THE STATE GIVEN AT F19

F20C. #/Have you been awarded the ACT Year 12 Certificate or the NSW Higher School Certificate (HSC)/#/#/Have you been awarded a Higher School Certificate (HSC)/#/Have you been awarded the Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE)/#/Did you receive a Senior Certificate/#/Have you been awarded the South Australian Certificate of Education (SACE)/#/Have you been awarded the Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE)/#/Have you been awarded the Tasmanian Certificate of Education (TCE)/#/Have you been awarded the Northern Territory Certificate of Education (NTCE)/#/Have you been awarded a Year 12 certificate or its equivalent/?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF LEFT SCHOOL AFTER YEAR 12 OR 13 (CODE 5 OR 6 ON F14), ASK:

F21. As a result of your Year 12 studies did you receive any other certificate, such as a VET Statement of Attainment or an academic achievement award?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

IF RECEIVED CERTIFICATE OR ACHIEVEMENT AWARD (CODE 1 ON F21), ASK:

F22. What was this certificate or award called?
HIGHLIGHT ALL MENTIONED
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1  TAFE CERTIFICATE E.G. CERTIFICATE I OR II
2  SECONDARY COLLEGE RECORD
3  EMPLOYMENT COURSE CERTIFICATE
4  A CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION AWARDED BY THE SCHOOL
5  CERTIFICATE IN VOCATIONAL (VET) STUDIES
6  STATEMENT OF ATTAINMENT OF VET SUBJECTS COMPLETED
7  ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
8  SPORTING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
9  DUX OF CLASS/YEAR/SCHOOL
10 IN-SCHOOL ENCOURAGEMENT/ ACHIEVEMENT AWARD (NON ACADEMIC)
11  EXTRA-CURRICULAR AWARD
12  NonScreen  NON-ACADEMIC CERTIFICATE (RSA/ FIRST AID/ WORKSAFE ETC)
13  NonScreen  MUSIC/ DRAMA/ ARTS AWARD/ CERTIFICATE/ SCHOLARSHIP
14  NonScreen  PREMIERS AWARD
15  NonScreen  VCAL CERTIFICATE
17  Opened  OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single  CAN’T SAY

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT AWARDED A YEAR 12 CERTIFICATE (CODE 1 ON F20B OR F20C), ASK:

THE TYPE OF AWARD/ CERTIFICATE GIVEN WILL VARY DEPENDENT ON THE STATE GIVEN AT F19

F23. Did you obtain #/a University Admission Index (UAI)/// #/an Equivalent Tertiary Entrance Rank (ENTER)// #/an Overall Position (OP)// #/a Tertiary Entrance Rank (TER)// #/a University entrance score///?

1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN’T SAY

IF OBTAINED A UAI/ ENTER /OP /TER (CODE 1 ON F23), ASK:

IF LAST WENT TO SCHOOL IN QUEENSLAND (CODE 4 ON F19), ASK:

F24A. What was your result?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RESPONSE SHOULD BE BETWEEN 1 AND 25

IF LAST WENT TO SCHOOL ELSEWHERE (NOT CODE 4 ON F19), ASK:

F24B. What was your result?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RESPONSE SHOULD BE BETWEEN 1 AND 25
IF A SCHOOL LEAVER (CODE 2 ON F2 OR CODE 3 ON F2A), ASK:

[F25. When you were in secondary school, did you ever wag school?

IF NECESSARY SAY: DID YOU EVER STAY AWAY FROM SCHOOL WITHOUT PERMISSION?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

IF RESPONDENT WAGGED SCHOOL (CODE 1 ON F25), ASK:

[F26. How often did you wag school?

IF NECESSARY SAY: WE ARE INTERESTED IN SECONDARY SCHOOL ONLY
1  MORE THAN 3 DAYS A WEEK
2  2-3 DAYS A WEEK
3  1 DAY A WEEK
4  2-3 DAYS A MONTH
5  1 DAY A MONTH
6  1 DAY A TERM
7  LESS THAN ONE DAY A TERM
8  CAN'T SAY

IF A SCHOOL LEAVER (CODE 2 ON F2 OR CODE 3 ON F2A), ASK:

[F27. Were you ever suspended from school for any reason?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: SUSPENSION IS TEMPORARY EXCLUSION FROM SCHOOL
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

[F28. And were you ever expelled from school for any reason?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: EXPULSION IS PERMANENT EXCLUSION FROM SCHOOL
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY
SECTION G - POST-SCHOOL STUDENT STATUS AND HIGHEST QUALIFICATION

ASK EVERYONE

IF RESPONDENT HAS LEFT SECONDARY SCHOOL (NOT CODE 1 ON F2 AND NOT CODE 2 ON F2A), ASK:

Now I'm going to ask you some questions about what you have been doing since leaving school.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RESPONDENT'S ANSWER TO G1 IN WAVE 1 IS: [%W1G1]
RESPONDENT'S ANSWER TO G2A IN WAVE 1 IS: [%W1G2A]

IF WAS STUDYING TOWARDS A POST-SCHOOL QUALIFICATION AT WAVE 1 (CODE 1 OR 3 ON W1G1), ASK:

[Single]
G1A. When we interviewed you in 2006, you said that you were studying towards [%W1G2A]. Have you completed that qualification or are you still studying towards it?

1  STUDYING TOWARDS THE SAME QUALIFICATION 732  52%  1419
2  OBTAINED THAT QUALIFICATION 429  30%
3  DEFERRED THAT QUALIFICATION 71  5%
4  STOPPED STUDYING FOR THAT QUALIFICATION 165  12%
5  DID NOT STUDY TOWARDS THAT QUALIFICATION AT WAVE 1 17  1%
6  REFUSED/ CAN'T SAY  5  0%

IF NOT CURRENTLY STUDYING TOWARDS THE SAME QUALIFICATION (CODES 3 OR 4 ON G1A), ASK:

[Multiple] {Spread:20 }
G1B. What is the main reason you are not studying towards [%W1G2A] anymore?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1  NoScreen  I WAS NOT INTERESTED IN/ ENJOYING THE COURSE ANYMORE/ IT WASN'T WHAT I THOUGHT IT WOULD BE
2  NoScreen  A CHANGE OF INTEREST/ I WANTED TO STUDY SOMETHING ELSE/ TRANSFERRED TO A DIFFERENT COURSE/ INSTITUTION
3  NoScreen  IT WAS NEVER SOMETHING I WANTED TO DO/ MY PARENTS WANTED ME TO DO IT
4  NoScreen  I DIDN'T LIKE THE INDUSTRY/ CAREER PATH (UNSPEC)
5  NoScreen  I DIDN'T WANT TO/ WASN'T READY TO STUDY
6  NoScreen  EMPLOYMENT/ I WAS OFFERED A JOB/ I WANTED/ NEEDED TO EARN/ SAVE MONEY
7  NoScreen  TO TAKE A BREAK/ I DEFERRED
8  NoScreen  I WANTED TO TRAVEL/ WENT TRAVELLING
9 NoScreen HEALTH REASONS/ I BECAME ILL/ INJURED/ HAD TO UNDERGO SURGERY
10 NoScreen I HAD TO LOOK AFTER A (SICK) PARENT/ GRANDPARENTS
11 NoScreen I HAD TO LOOK AFTER A CHILD/ CHILDREN/ WAS HAVING A BABY
12 NoScreen THE COURSE/ COURSE STRUCTURE/ QUALITY OF STAFF WAS UNSATISFACTORY
13 NoScreen I FINISHED THE COURSE/ IT WAS JUST A ONE YEAR COURSE
14 NoScreen FINANCIAL REASONS/ I COULDN'T AFFORD IT ANYMORE
15 NoScreen IT WAS DIFFICULT TO GET TO/ TRAVEL TO THE INSTITUTION/ I LOST MY LICENSE
16 NoScreen I WOULDN'T MAKE ENOUGH MONEY IN THE INDUSTRY
17 NoScreen I WASN'T ATTENDING/ KEPT MISSING/ SKIPPING CLASSES
18 NoScreen I DIDN'T KNOW WHAT I WANTED TO DO/ COULDN'T DECIDE ON A MAJOR
19 NoScreen DIDN'T GET ON/ SEE EYE TO EYE WITH EMPLOYER/ COLLEAGUES
97 Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
98 NoScreen Single CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF OBTAINED QUALIFICATION FROM WAVE 1 (CODE 2 ON G1A), ASK

[Single]
G1C. Is this the highest qualification you have obtained since leaving secondary school?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF NOT CURRENTLY STUDYING TOWARDS QUALIFICATION FROM WAVE 1 (NOT CODE 1 ON G1A), ASK:

[Single]
G1. Are you currently undertaking a traineeship or an apprenticeship or studying for a certificate or some other educational qualification?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: THIS CAN INCLUDE UNIVERSITY. IF NO, PROMPT TO SEE IF THEY HAVE STARTED A COURSE BUT ARE CURRENTLY DEFERRED
1 YES
2 NO
3 NO, DEFERRED

IF RESPONDENT STUDYING OR DEFERRED (CODE 1 OR 3 ON G1), ASK:

[Single]
G2A. What type of qualification will you receive when #/and if// you complete this study?
DO NOT INCLUDE HOBBY OR RECREATION COURSES
IF CERTIFICATE, PROBE: What level certificate is that?
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1  YEAR 9 OR LOWER
2  YEAR 10
3  YEAR 11
4  YEAR 12
5  TRAINEESHIP
6  TRADE CERTIFICATE OR APPRENTICESHIP
7  TECHNICIANS CERTIFICATE/ ADVANCED CERTIFICATE
8  TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL I
9  TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL II
10 TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL III
11 TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL IV
12 TAFE CERTIFICATE, DON'T KNOW LEVEL
13 TAFE DIPLOMA
14 TAFE ADVANCED DIPLOMA
15 ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA/DIPLOMA (2 YEARS FULL-TIME OR EQUIVALENT)
16 ASSOCIATE DEGREE
17 UNDERGRADUATE DIPLOMA (UNIVERSITY) OR ADVANCED DIPLOMA (3 YRS FULL-
TIME OR EQUIVALENT)
18 UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE/ UNIVERSITY BACHELOR OR HONOURS DEGREE
19 GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
20 POST-GRADUATE QUALIFICATION/ MASTERS/ PHD
21 SHORT-COURSE (E.G. TWO-WEEK COMPUTING COURSES, ETC.)
22 NoScreen  HOSPITALITY QUALIFICATIONS (RSA/ RSG/ SERVICE)
23 NoScreen  HAIRDRESSING/ BEAUTICIAN QUALIFICATIONS
24 NoScreen  RETAIL QUALIFICATIONS
25 NoScreen  REAL ESTATE QUALIFICATIONS
97 Openend  SOMETHING ELSE (SPECIFY)
98 Single  CAN'T SAY
99 Single  REFUSED

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT IS CURRENTLY STUDYING FOR QUALIFICATION (CODE 1 ON G1 OR CODE 1
ON G1A), ASK:

[Single]
G3. Are you currently studying full-time or part-time?
1  FULL-TIME
2  PART-TIME

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT HAS LEFT SECONDARY SCHOOL (NOT CODE 1 ON F2 AND NOT CODE 2 ON
F2A) AND HAS NOT OBTAINED QUALIFICATION FROM WAVE 1 (NOT CODE 2 ON G1A), ASK:

[Single]
G4. Since leaving secondary school, have you ever obtained a trade certificate, diploma,
degree or other educational qualification?

DO NOT INCLUDE HOBBY OR RECREATION COURSES
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF HAS OBTAINED AN EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION SINCE LEAVING SECONDARY SCHOOL (CODE 1 ON G4), OR QUALIFICATION FROM WAVE 1 WAS NOT THE HIGHEST (CODES 2 OR 3 ON G1C), ASK:

[Single]
G5. What is the highest qualification you have completed since leaving secondary school?

DO NOT INCLUDE HOBBY OR RECREATION COURSES

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YEAR 9 OR LOWER AT TAFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>YEAR 10 OR LOWER AT TAFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>YEAR 11 OR LOWER AT TAFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>YEAR 12 OR LOWER AT TAFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TRAINEESHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TRADE CERTIFICATE OR APPRENTICESHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TECHNICIANS CERTIFICATE/ ADVANCED CERTIFICATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>TAFE CERTIFICATE, DON'T KNOW LEVEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>TAFE DIPLOMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>TAFE ADVANCED DIPLOMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA/ DIPLOMA (2 YEARS FULL-TIME OR EQUIVALENT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>ASSOCIATE DEGREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>UNDERGRADUATE DIPLOMA (UNIVERSITY) OR ADVANCED DIPLOMA (3 YRS FULL-TIME OR EQUIVALENT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE/ UNIVERSITY BACHELOR OR HONOURS DEGREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>GRADUATE CERTIFICATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>POST-GRADUATE QUALIFICATION/ MASTERS/ PHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>SHORT-COURSE (E.G. TWO-WEEK COMPUTING COURSES, ETC.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>NoScreen HOSPITALITY QUALIFICATIONS (RSA/ RSG/ SERVICE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>NoScreen HAIRDRESSING/ BEAUTICIAN QUALIFICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>NoScreen RETAIL QUALIFICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>NoScreen REAL ESTATE QUALIFICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Openend SOMETHING ELSE (SPECIFY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Single CAN'T SAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Single REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT HAS LEFT SECONDARY SCHOOL (NOT CODE 1 ON F2 AND NOT CODE 2 ON F2A) AND HAS NOT DEFERRED THEIR STUDY (NOT CODE 3 ON G1 AND NOT CODE 3 ON G1A), ASK:

[Single]
G6. Since leaving secondary school, have you ever enrolled in a course of study which you started but did not complete?
DO NOT INCLUDE HOBBY OR RECREATION COURSES
1  YES  
2  NO  
3  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT HAS DEFERRED (CODE 3 ON G1A OR CODE 3 ON G1 OR CODE 1 ON G6), ASK:

[SINGLE]
G7A. Do you intend to resume the course of study you have deferred?
1  YES  
2  NO  
3  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT IS NOT CURRENTLY STUDYING (NOT CODE 1 ON G1 AND NOT CODE 1 ON G1A), ASK

[SINGLE]
G7. Do you intend to begin studying for #/another/a/ qualification in the future?
1  YES  
2  NO  
3  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT IS CURRENTLY STUDYING OR HAS DEFERRED OR INTENDS TO STUDY FOR A/ANOTHER QUALIFICATION IN THE FUTURE (CODE 1 OR 3 ON G1 OR CODE 1 OR 3 ON G1A OR CODE 1 ON G7), ASK:

[SINGLE]
G8. What is the highest level of education you are planning to obtain in the future?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: THE HIGHEST QUALIFICATION ONLY
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1  YEAR 9 OR LOWER  
2  YEAR 10  
3  YEAR 11  
4  YEAR 12  
5  APPRENTICESHIP  
6  TRADE CERTIFICATE OR APPRENTICESHIP  
7  TECHNICIANS CERTIFICATE/ADVANCED CERTIFICATE  
8  TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL I  
9  TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL II  
10  TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL III  
11  TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL IV  
12  TAFE CERTIFICATE, DON'T KNOW LEVEL  
13  TAFE DIPLOMA  
14  TAFE ADVANCED DIPLOMA  
15  ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA/DIPLOMA (2 YEARS FULL-TIME OR EQUIVALENT)  
16  ASSOCIATE DEGREE
17 UNDERGRADUATE DIPLOMA (UNIVERSITY) OR ADVANCED DIPLOMA (3 YRS FULL-TIME OR EQUIVALENT)
18 UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE/ UNIVERSITY BACHELOR OR HONOURS DEGREE
19 GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
20 POST-GRADUATE QUALIFICATION/ MASTERS/ PHD
21 SHORT-COURSE (E.G. TWO-WEEK COMPUTING COURSES, ETC.)
22 NoScreen HOSPITALITY QUALIFICATIONS (RSA/ RSG/ SERVICE)
23 NoScreen HAIRDRESSING/ BEAUTICIAN QUALIFICATIONS
24 NoScreen RETAIL QUALIFICATIONS
25 NoScreen REAL ESTATE QUALIFICATIONS
97 Openend SOMETHING ELSE (SPECIFY)
98 Single CAN'T SAY
99 Single REFUSED

ENDIF
ENDIF

SECTION H - EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS
Return to the Table of Contents

ASK EVERYONE

I am now going to ask you some questions about your job including the work that you do and how much money you make. Please remember that all of your answers will be treated in the strictest confidence and that this is an important part of the survey.

H1. At any time at all during the last 7 days, did you do any work in a job or your own business?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: CDEP COUNTS AS WORK (COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM)
WORK IN A JOB OR (OWN) BUSINESS INCLUDES FARM WORK
A JOB MEANS WORKING FOR AN EMPLOYER/ SOMEONE ELSE, A BUSINESS MEANS WORKING IN YOUR OWN 'BUSINESS'
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY

IF HAVE NOT WORKED IN THE LAST 7 DAYS (CODE 2 OR 3 ON H1), ASK:

[Single]
H2. Did you have a job, or your own business, but did not work during the last 7 days because of holidays, sickness or any other reason (such as exams, maternity leave, on workers compensation, or on army reserve training)?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: WORK IN A JOB OR (OWN) BUSINESS INCLUDES FARM WORK
A JOB MEANS WORKING FOR AN EMPLOYER/ SOMEONE ELSE, A BUSINESS MEANS WORKING IN YOUR OWN 'BUSINESS'
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN'T SAY
IF HAVE NOT WORKED IN THE LAST 7 DAYS BECAUSE OF HOLIDAYS, ILLNESS ETC. (CODE 2 OR 3 ON H2), ASK:

[Single]
H3. Have you ever had a job, business or worked on a farm?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

IF HAVE NOT WORKED RECENTLY BUT HAVE HAD A JOB IN THE PAST (CODE 1 ON H3), ASK:

H4A. When did you last work?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER INFORMATION IN YEAR AND THEN ENTER MONTH AT NEXT QUESTION IE NOV 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 2006
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D
IF REFUSES, ESC \

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 14, Default Value: 14, Refusal Code: 13}
H4B. ENTER MONTH HERE

IE NOV 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 11

(When did you last work?)
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D
IF REFUSES, ESC \

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

[Single] {Removed}
H5. COMPUTED VARIABLE COMPOSITE OF H1, H2, H3:
1  CURRENTLY WORKING (H1=1 OR H2=1)
2  PREVIOUSLY WORKING (H3=1)
3  NEVER WORKED (H3=2,3)

IF RESPONDENT IS CURRENTLY WORKING OR HAS PREVIOUSLY WORKED(CODE 1 OR 2 ON H5), ASK:

[Single]
H6. #/Do you currently have more than one job? That is, do you work for more than one employer? /When you were last working, did you have more than one job? That is, did you work for more than one employer at the same time? / Include any jobs, including self-employment, from which you are away because of holidays, sickness, disability or some other reason.

THE NUMBER OF "JOBS" DOES NOT REFER TO THE NUMBER OF CLIENTS OR CONTRACTS.
1. NO, ONLY 1 JOB
2. YES, MORE THAN 1 JOB
3. CAN'T SAY

**IF WORK/ HAVE WORKED 2 OR MORE JOBS (CODE 2 ON H6), ASK:**

[Quantity] [Min: 0, Max: 99, Default Value:99, Refusal Code:98]

H7. Altogether, and including any overtime, how many hours PER WEEK #/do/did/ you USUALLY work in all your jobs?
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

**IF RESPONDENT CANNOT PROVIDE USUAL HOURS (CODE 98 OR 99 ON H7), ASK:**

[Quantity] [Min: 0, Max: 99, Default Value:99, Refusal Code:98]

H7A. Altogether, and including any overtime, how many hours PER WEEK #/do/did/ you work ON AVERAGE over a usual 4-week period in all your jobs?
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

**ENDIF**

**IF WORK/ HAVE WORKED 2 OR MORE JOBS (CODE 2 ON H6), ASK:**

I am going to ask you about how much you usually earn in all your jobs combined. I will ask both about your before and after tax earnings.

[Quantity] [Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001]

H8. First, altogether how much #/do/did/ you USUALLY earn in all jobs, including any overtime pay and BEFORE tax #/is/was/ taken out?
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF CAN'T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT #/VARIES/VARIED/, ESC D.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN
UNPAID WORK SHOULD BE ENTERED AS 0 EARNINGS

**IF CAN'T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT VARIED (ON H8), ASK:**

[Quantity] [Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001]

H8A. Thinking about #/last month/ the last month you worked/, ON AVERAGE how much would you have received each week or each fortnight from all jobs, including any overtime pay and BEFORE any deductions are taken out?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

**ENDIF**

**IF WORK/ HAVE WORKED 2 OR MORE JOBS (CODE 2 ON H6), ASK:**

[Single]

H8B. And what period does that amount cover?
READ OUT IF NECESSARY

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1  HOURLY
2  WEEKLY
3  FORTNIGHTLY
4  MONTHLY
5  ANNUALLY
6  ONE-OFF/ LUMP SUM PAYMENT
97  Openend  (DO NOT READ) OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single  (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

IF WORK/ HAVE WORKED 2 OR MORE JOBS (CODE 2 ON H6), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
H8C. Altogether how much #/do/did/ you USUALLY earn in all jobs, including any
time pay and AFTER any deductions #/are/were/ taken out?
IF CAN’T SAY,  ESC D.
IF CAN’T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT #/VARIES/VARIED/,  ESC D.
INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN
IF CAN’T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT VARIED (ON H8C), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
H8D. Thinking about #/last month/ the last month you worked/, ON AVERAGE
how much would you have received each week or each fortnight from all jobs,
including any overtime pay and AFTER any deductions are taken out?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN
IF CAN’T SAY,  ESC D.
IF REFUSES,  ESC \.  

ENDIF

IF WORK/ HAVE WORKED 2 OR MORE JOBS (CODE 2 ON H6), ASK:

[Single]
H8E. And what period does that amount cover?
READ OUT IF NECESSARY

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1  HOURLY
2  WEEKLY
3  FORTNIGHTLY
4  MONTHLY
5  ANNUALLY
6  ONE-OFF/ LUMP SUM PAYMENT
97  Openend  (DO NOT READ) OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single  (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

ENDIF
IF RESPONDENT IS CURRENTLY WORKING (CODE 1 ON H5), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 99, Default Value:99, Refusal Code:98}
H9A. I'd like to ask you about your current #/MAIN job, that is, the job in which you usually work the most hours/job/. Altogether, and including any overtime, how many hours PER WEEK do you USUALLY work in this job?
IF CAN'T SAY,    ESC D.
IF REFUSES,        ESC \.

IF CAN'T SAY HOURS (CODE 98 OR 99 ON H9A), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 99, Default Value:99, Refusal Code:98}
H9AA. Altogether, and including any overtime, how many hours PER WEEK do you work ON AVERAGE over a usual 4-week period in your main job?
IF CAN'T SAY,    ESC D.
IF REFUSES,        ESC \.

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF PREVIOUSLY WORKING (CODE 2 ON H5), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 99, Default Value:98, Refusal Code:99}
H9C. I'd like to ask you about your most recent #/MAIN job. That is, the job in which you usually worked the most hours/job/. Altogether, and including any overtime, how many hours PER WEEK did you usually work in this job?
IF CAN'T SAY,    ESC D.
IF REFUSES,        ESC \.

IF CAN'T SAY HOURS (CODE 98 OR 99 ON H9C), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 99, Default Value:98, Refusal Code:99}
H9CA. Altogether, and including any overtime, how many hours PER WEEK did you work ON AVERAGE over a usual 4-week period in your #/main# job?
IF CAN'T SAY,    ESC D.
IF REFUSES,        ESC \.

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENTS ARE WORKING OR PREVIOUSLY WORKED (CODE 1 OR 2 ON H5), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
H12A. How much #/do/did/ you USUALLY earn in your #/main# #/current# #/most recent# #/most recent main# job including any overtime and BEFORE tax #/is/was# taken out?
IF CAN'T SAY,    ESC D.
IF CAN'T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT #/VARIES/VARIED/,        ESC D.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN
UNPAID WORK SHOULD BE ENTERED AS 0 EARNINGS

IF CAN'T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT VARIED (ON H12A), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
H12AA. Thinking about #/last month/ the last month you worked/, ON AVERAGE how much would you have received each week or each fortnight from #/ main// #/current// #/most recent// #/most recent main// job, including any overtime pay and BEFORE any deductions #/are/were/ taken out?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.  

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT WORKS OR HAS EVER WORKED (CODE 1 OR 2 ON H5), ASK:

[SINGLE]
H12AB. And what period does that amount cover?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1  HOURLY
2  WEEKLY
3  FORTNIGHTLY
4  MONTHLY
5  ANNUALLY
6  ONE-OFF/ LUMP SUM PAYMENT
97  Openend  (DO NOT READ) OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single  (DO NOT READ) CAN'T SAY

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
H12B. How much #/do/did/ you USUALLY earn in your #/main// #/current// #/most recent// #/most recent main// job including any overtime pay and AFTER any deductions #/are/were/ taken out?
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF CAN'T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT #/VARIES/VARIED/, ESC D.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN

IF CAN'T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT VARIED (ON H12B), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
H12BA. Thinking about #/last month/ the last month you worked/, ON AVERAGE how much would you have received each week or each fortnight from #/ main// #/current// #/most recent// #/most recent main// job, including any overtime pay and AFTER any deductions #/are/were/ taken out?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \. 
IF RESPONDENT WORKS OR HAS EVER WORKED (CODE 1 OR 2 ON H5), ASK:

[Single]
H12BB. And what period does that amount cover?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1  HOURLY
2  WEEKLY
3  FORTNIGHTLY
4  MONTHLY
5  ANNUALLY
6  ONE-OFF/ LUMP SUM PAYMENT
97  Openend (DO NOT READ) OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single  (DO NOT READ) CAN'T SAY

[Single]
H11. In your #/main/// #/current/// #/most recent/// #/most recent main// job #/do/did/ you work for wages or salary with an employer, #/are/were/ you self-employed in your own business, or #/do/did/ you work in some other way (e.g. without pay in a family business)?

1  WAGES/ SALARY
2  SELF-EMPLOYED
3  OTHER WAY
4  CAN'T SAY

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 23, Default Value:23, Refusal Code:22}
H20A. For how long #/did/have/ you #/have/had/ your #/main/// #/current/// #/most recent/// #/most recent main// job or business?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER NUMBER OF YEARS AND THEN ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS AT NEXT QUESTION. I.E. 5 YEARS AND 10 MONTHS.
IF CAN'T SAY,  ESC D.
IF REFUSES,  ESC \.

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 14, Default Value:13, Refusal Code:14}
H20B. (For how long #/did/have/ you #/have/had/ your #/main/// #/current/// #/most recent/// #/most recent main// job or business?)

ENTER THE NUMBER OF MONTHS HERE

IF CAN'T SAY,  ESC D.
IF REFUSES,  ESC \.

IF ENTERED ZERO FOR H20A AND H20B, GO BACK AND FIX

INTERVIEWER NOTE: YOU HAVE SELECTED ZERO YEARS AND ZERO MONTHS, PLEASE CHECK WITH RESPONDENT AGAIN AND FIX IT.

ENDIF

IF WORK FOR WAGES/ SALARY OR OTHER WAY (CODE 1 OR 3 ON H11), ASK:
CODE 4 ON H13 WILL ONLY APPEAR IF RESPONDENT IS WORKING FOR WAGES OR OTHER WAY (CODE 1 OR 3 ON H11)

[Single]
H13. Which of the following categories best describes your contract of employment for your #/main// #/current// #/most recent// job?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
READ OUT

1  Employed On A Fixed-term Contract
2  Employed On A Casual Basis
3  Employed On A Permanent Or Ongoing Basis
4  Works Unpaid In Family Business
97  Openend (DO NOT READ) OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT WORKS OR HAS EVER WORKED (CODE 1 OR 2 ON H5), ASK:

[Single] {Sort}
H14. What #/is/was/ your occupation called?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE (CODE 2997)

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF YOU CAN NOT FIND THE EXACT CODE FOR THIS QUESTION, DO NOT GUESS.
CHOOSE CODE 2997 (OTHER) TO SPECIFY.
IF UNEMPLOYED, CHOOSE 2999

For occupation codes, refer to W2 Occupation Codes file.

[Single]
H15. #/Is the job you have now/Was that/ the kind of job you would like as a career?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN’T SAY

IF NOT KIND OF JOB RESPONDENT WANTS AS A CAREER (CODE 2 OR 3 ON H15), ASK:

[Multiple] {Spread:10 }
H16. What kind of job would you like as a career?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: PLEASE TYPE IN RESPONDENTS FIRST ANSWER ONLY
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

9997  Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
9998  Single CAN’T SAY
9999  Single REFUSED

ENDIF
IF RESPONDENT WORKS OTHER WAYS OR WORKS FOR PAY BUT REPORTED ZERO EARNINGS (CODE 3 ON H11) OR (CODE 1 ON H11 AND ZERO ON H8, H8A, H12A AND H12AA), ASK

[Single]
H17. Have you ever worked for pay?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENTS ARE WORKING OR HAVE WORKED (CODE 1 OR 2 ON H5 OR CODE 1 ON H17) AND DID NOT ANSWER THESE AT WAVE 1 (UNRECORDED W1H18), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 23, Default Value:23, Refusal Code:22}
H18. How old were you when you got your first paid job?
IF CAN'T SAY,   ESC D.
IF REFUSES,    ESC \.

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 142, Default Value:141, Refusal Code:142}
H19. On average how many hours per week did you work then?
IF CAN'T SAY,   ESC D.
IF REFUSES,    ESC \.

ENDIF

ENDIF

SECTION I - JOB SEARCH AND MAIN ACTIVITY

IF RESPONDENT IS NOT CURRENTLY WORKING (CODE 2 OR 3 ON H5), ASK:

[Single]
I1. At any time in the last four weeks, have you been looking for paid work?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

IF RESPONDENT IS LOOKING FOR WORK (CODE 1 ON I1), ASK:

[Single]
I2. Have you been looking for full-time or part-time work?

1  FULL-TIME WORK
2  PART-TIME WORK
3  ANY WORK

[Multiple]
I3A. I am going to read you a list of things people might do to find a job. For each, please tell me whether at any time in the last 4 weeks have you done these things?
READ OUT
HIGHLIGHT ALL MENTIONED
1  Written, Phoned Or Applied In Person To An Employer For Work
2  Answered An Advertisement For A Job
3  Checked Factory Noticeboards, Or Used The Touchscreens At Centrelink Access
4  Been Registered With Centrelink As A Jobseeker
5  Checked Or Registered With An Employment Agency
99  Single   (DO NOT READ) NONE OF THE ABOVE

[Multiple] {Spread:10 }
I3B. What else, if anything, have you done in the last four weeks to find a job? What else? Anything else?
DO NOT READ
HIGHLIGHT ALL MENTIONED

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1  ADVERTISED OR TENDERED FOR WORK
2  CONTACTED FRIENDS OR RELATIVES ABOUT A JOB
3  LOOKED IN NEWSPAPERS, BUT DID NOT ACTUALLY ANSWER AN ADVERTISEMENT FOR A JOB
4  LOOKED ON INTERNET, BUT DID NOT ACTUALLY ANSWER AN ADVERTISEMENT FOR A JOB
97  Openend   OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single   CAN'T SAY
99  Single   NONE OF THE ABOVE

IF NONE OR CAN'T SAY ON BOTH I3A AND I3B RECHECK I1 (CODE 99 ON I3A AND 98 OR 99 ON I3B), ASK:

[Single]
I1A. At any time in the last four weeks, have you been looking for paid work?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT IS LOOKING FOR WORK (CODE 1 ON I1), ASK:

I4. When did you begin looking for work? We are only interested in the most recent episode of unemployment.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER INFORMATION IN YEAR AND THEN ENTER MONTH AT NEXT QUESTION IE JAN 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 2006
IF CAN'T SAY,    ESC D.
IF REFUSES,        ESC \.

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 14, Default Value:14, Refusal Code:13}
I4A1. ENTER MONTH HERE

IE JAN 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 01
(When did you begin looking for work? We are only interested in the most recent episode of unemployment. ))
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

IF CAN'T SAY WHEN BEGAN LOOKING FOR WORK ON I4 OR I4A1, ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 54, Default Value:54, Refusal Code:53}
I4A. IF EXACT DATE UNKNOWN ACCEPT AN APPROXIMATION OF THE NUMBER OF WEEKS SINCE COMMENCING LOOKING FOR WORK.

RECORD NUMBER OF WEEKS
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

IF DON'T KNOW (ON I4A), ASK:

[Single]
I4B. Would you say it's...
READ OUT

1  Less Than 1 Year Ago
2  1 To Less Than 2 Years Ago
3  2 Years Or More
4  (DO NOT READ) CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF NOT IN SCHOOL, NOT IN FULL-TIME EDUCATION, NOT WORKING IN A JOB AND NOT LOOKING FOR WORK (NOT CODE 1 ON F2 AND NOT CODE 2 ON F2A AND NOT CODE 1 ON G3 AND CODE 2 OR 3 ON H5 AND CODE 2 OR 3 ON I1), ASK:

[Single]
I5. What do you do mainly every day at the moment?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: READ IF NECESSARY

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1  Looking After Children
2  Own Illness, Injury Or Disability
3  Looking After Ill Or Disabled Person
4  Travel Or On Holiday Or Leisure Activities
5  Working In An Unpaid Voluntary Job
6  NoScreen  STUDY/ TAFE/ UNI
7  NoScreen  HOME DUTIES (UNSPEC)
97  Openend  (DO NOT READ) OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  (DO NOT READ) CAN'T SAY
SECTION J - FAMILY FORMATION

ASK EVERYONE

Now, I'd like to ask you some question about your relationships.

IF RESPONDENT IS MARRIED OR IN A DE FACTO RELATIONSHIP (CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1), ASK:

J1A. When did you #/and your partner marry/begin living with your current partner/?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER INFORMATION IN YEAR AND THEN ENTER MONTH AT NEXT QUESTION IE JAN 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 2006
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.
IF NEVER, CODE AS 999

IF EVER LIVED WITH PARTNER (NOT 999 ON J1A), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 14, Default Value:14, Refusal Code:13}
J1B. ENTER MONTH HERE IE JAN 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 01

(When did you #/and your partner marry/begin living with your current partner/?)
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

1  JANUARY  7  JULY
2  FEBRUARY  8  AUGUST
3  MARCH  9  SEPTEMBER
4  APRIL  10  OCTOBER
5  MAY  11  NOVEMBER
6  JUNE  12  DECEMBER

ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

In the next few questions, we sometimes refer to a de facto. By de facto, we mean a living arrangement with a partner without being married.

[SINGLE]
J2. Have you ever lived with someone #/other than your current partner// in a marriage or de facto relationship for more than 3 months?
1  YES
2  NO
IF RESPONDENT HAD PREVIOUS MARRIAGE OR DE FACTO RELATIONSHIP (CODE 1 ON J2), ASK:

J3A. When did you first live in a de facto relationship or marriage?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER INFORMATION IN YEAR AND THEN ENTER MONTH AT NEXT QUESTION IE JAN 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 2006
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 14, Default Value:14, Refusal Code:13}
J3A1. ENTER MONTH HERE IE JAN 2006 YOU WOULD ENTER 01

(When did you first live in such a de facto relationship or marriage?)
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

1 JANUARY 2 FEBRUARY 3 MARCH 4 APRIL 5 MAY 6 JUNE 7 JULY 8 AUGUST 9 SEPTEMBER 10 OCTOBER 11 NOVEMBER 12 DECEMBER

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT IS MARRIED OR DE FACTO RELATIONSHIP (CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1), AND HAD PREVIOUS MARRIAGE OR DE FACTO RELATIONSHIP (CODE 1 ON J2), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 14, Default Value:14, Refusal Code:13}
J3B. Including your current relationship, how many de facto relationships or marriages have you had?
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT HAD PREVIOUS MARRIAGE OR DE FACTO RELATIONSHIP AND IS NOT CURRENTLY LIVING IN SUCH A RELATIONSHIP (CODE 1 ON J2 AND NOT CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 14, Default Value:14, Refusal Code:13}
J3C. How many such relationships have you lived in?
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT IS MARRIED OR IN A DE FACTO RELATIONSHIP (CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1), ASK:

[Single]
J4. Has your #/wife/# husband/# current partner/ completed Year 12 of secondary school?

1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN’T SAY

[J5. What is the highest qualification your partner has completed?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: DO NOT INCLUDE HOBBY OR RECREATION COURSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YEAR 9 OR LOWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>YEAR 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>YEAR 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>YEAR 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TRAINEESHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TRADE CERTIFICATE OR APPRENTICESHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TECHNICIANS CERTIFICATE/ ADVANCED CERTIFICATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>TAFE CERTIFICATE, LEVEL IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>TAFE CERTIFICATE, DON'T KNOW LEVEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>TAFE DIPLOMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>TAFE ADVANCED DIPLOMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA/DIPLOMA (2 YEARS FULL-TIME OR EQUIVALENT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>ASSOCIATE DEGREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>UNDERGRADUATE DIPLOMA (UNIVERSITY) OR ADVANCED DIPLOMA (3 YRS FULL-TIME OR EQUIVALENT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE/ UNIVERSITY BACHELOR OR HONOURS DEGREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>GRADUATE CERTIFICATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>POST-GRADUATE QUALIFICATION/ MASTERS/ PHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>SHORT-COURSE (E.G. TWO-WEEK COMPUTING COURSES, ETC.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>NoScreen HOSPITALITY QUALIFICATIONS (RSA/ RSG/ SERVICE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>NoScreen HAIRDRESSING/ BEAUTICIAN QUALIFICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>NoScreen RETAIL QUALIFICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>NoScreen REAL ESTATE QUALIFICATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Openend SOMETHING ELSE (SPECIFY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Single CAN’T SAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Single REFUSED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[J6. Does your partner presently work in a job, business or farm?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Can’t Say</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CAN’T SAY</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF PARTNER IS UNEMPLOYED (CODE 2 OR 3 ON J6), ASK:
J7. Is your partner mainly looking for work, studying or doing something else such as looking after children?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1  LOOKING FOR WORK
2  STUDYING
3  LOOKING AFTER CHILDREN
97  Openend  OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  CAN’T SAY

J8. Has your partner ever worked for pay?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN’T SAY

ENDIF

IF PARTNER IS UNEMPLOYED BUT HAS WORKED FOR PAY (CODE 1 ON J8), ASK:

J9. What kind of work did your partner do? That is, what was #/her/his/ occupation called?

PROBE IF NECESSARY BY ASKING WHAT THE MAIN TASKS AND DUTIES WERE

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE (CODE 2997)
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF YOU CAN NOT FIND THE EXACT CODE FOR THIS QUESTION, DO NOT GUESS. CHOOSE CODE 2997 (OTHER) TO SPECIFY.
IF UNEMPLOYED, CHOOSE 2999

For response codes, refer to W2 Occupation Codes.

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT IS MARRIED OR IN A DE FACTO RELATIONSHIP (CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1) AND PARTNER IS EMPLOYED (CODE 1 ON J6), ASK:

J10. Altogether, and including any paid or unpaid overtime, how many hours PER WEEK does your partner USUALLY work in all jobs?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

IF RESPONDENT CANNOT PROVIDE PARTNER’S USUAL HOURS (CODE 98 OR 99 ON J10), ASK:

J10A. Altogether, and including any paid or unpaid overtime, how many hours PER WEEK does your partner USUALLY work ON AVERAGE over a usual 4-week period in all jobs?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.
IF RESPONDENT IS MARRIED OR IN A DE FACTO RELATIONSHIP (CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1) AND PARTNER IS EMPLOYED (CODE 1 ON J6), ASK:

I am going to ask you about how much your partner usually earns in all jobs combined. I will ask you about their before and after tax earnings. First...

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
J11A. Altogether how much does your partner USUALLY earn in all jobs, including any overtime pay and BEFORE tax is taken out?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF CAN’T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT #/VARIES/VARIED/, ESC \.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN
UNPAID WORK SHOULD BE ENTERED AS 0 EARNINGS

IF CAN’T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT VARIED (ON J11A), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
J11AA. Thinking about last month that your partner worked, ON AVERAGE how much would your partner USUALLY earn in all jobs, including any overtime pay and BEFORE any deductions?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT IS MARRIED OR IN A DE FACTO RELATIONSHIP (CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1) AND PARTNER IS EMPLOYED (CODE 1 ON J6), ASK:

J11AB. And what period does that amount cover?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1 HOURLY
2 WEEKLY
3 FORTNIGHTLY
4 MONTHLY
5 ANNUALLY
6 ONE-OFF/ LUMP SUM PAYMENT
97 Openend (DO NOT READ) OTHER (SPECIFY)
98 Single (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
J11AC. Altogether how much does your partner USUALLY earn in all jobs, including any overtime pay and AFTER any deductions?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF CAN’T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT #/VARIES/VARIED/, ESC \.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN

IF CAN’T SAY BECAUSE AMOUNT VARIED (ON J11AC), ASK:
J11AD. Thinking about last month that your partner worked, ON AVERAGE how much would your partner USUALLY earn in all jobs, including any overtime pay and AFTER any deductions?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT IS MARRIED OR IN A DE FACTO RELATIONSHIP (CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1) AND PARTNER IS EMPLOYED (CODE 1 ON J6), ASK:

[J11B. And what period does that amount cover?
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1   HOURLY
2   WEEKLY
3   FORTNIGHTLY
4   MONTHLY
5   ANNUALLY
6   ONE-OFF/ LUMP SUM PAYMENT
97  Openend   (DO NOT READ) OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single    (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

][J12. What kind of work does your partner do? That is, what is #/her/his/ occupation called?
IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE (CODE 2997)
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF YOU CAN NOT FIND THE EXACT CODE FOR THIS QUESTION, DO NOT GUESS. CHOOSE CODE 2997 (OTHER) TO SPECIFY.
IF UNEMPLOYED, CHOOSE 2999

For response codes, refer to W2 Occupation Codes.

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF RESPONDENT NOT LIVING WITH THEIR OWN CHILDREN (CODE 2 ON C10), ASK:


INTERVIEWER NOTE: INCLUDE CHILDREN FATHERED/ GIVEN BIRTH TO AND ADOPTED, BUT EXCLUDE STEP AND FOSTER CHILDREN.
1   YES
2   NO
3   CAN’T SAY

ENDIF
IF CURRENTLY LIVING WITH OWN CHILDREN OR HAS CHILDREN (CODE 1 ON C10 OR J13), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 52, Default Value:52, Refusal Code:51}
J14. How many children do you have, including any who do not currently live with you?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: INCLUDE CHILDREN FATHERED/ GIVEN BIRTH TO AND ADOPTED, BUT EXCLUDE STEP AND FOSTER CHILDREN.
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ASK QUESTIONS J15-J24 FOR EACH CHILD.

IF ONE OR MORE CHILDREN ON J14

J15A_1. What month and year was your first child born?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD YEAR HERE MONTH AT NEXT QUESTION
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 13, Default Value:13}
J15B_1. INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD MONTH HERE
(What month was your first child born?)
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.

1 JANUARY 4 APRIL 7 JULY 10 OCTOBER
2 FEBRUARY 5 MAY 8 AUGUST 11 NOVEMBER
3 MARCH 6 JUNE 9 SEPTEMBER 12 DECEMBER

[Single]
J16_1. Does this child usually live with you?
1 YES
2 NO
3 LIVES WITH RESPONDENT HALF THE TIME
4 CAN’T SAY

IF CURRENTLY MARRIED OR LIVING WITH DE FACTO PARTNER (CODE 1 OR 2 ON C1), ASK:

[Single]
J17_1. Is your #/wife// #/husband// #/current partner// the #/mother/father/ of this child?
1 YES
2 NO
3 CAN’T SAY

ENDIF

IF ONE OR MORE CHILDREN

[Single]
J22_1. Do you only pay, only receive OR both pay AND receive any financial support for this child, excluding money from the government?

1  YES, PAY
2  YES, RECEIVE
3  BOTH PAYS AND RECEIVES
4  NO

IF PAYING OR BOTH PAYS AND RECEIVES (CODE 1 OR 3 ON J22_1.), ASK:

[Quantity] [Min: 1, Max: 30002, Default Value:30002, Refusal Code:30001]
J23A_1. Excluding government support, how much do you pay on average?

IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

[Single]
J23B_1. And what period does that amount cover?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1  WEEKLY
2  FORTNIGHTLY
3  MONTHLY
4  ANNUALLY
97  Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

IF RECEIVES BOTH PAYS AND RECEIVES (CODE 2 OR 3 ON J22_1.), ASK

[Quantity] [Min: 1, Max: 30002, Default Value:30002, Refusal Code:30001]
J24A_1. Excluding government support, how much do you receive on average?

IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

[Single]
J24B_1. And what period does that amount cover?

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1  WEEKLY
2  FORTNIGHTLY
3  MONTHLY
4  ANNUALLY
97  Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

ENDIF

(IF TWO OR MORE CHILDREN ON J14)...

Questions J15-J24 are repeated for 7 more children.
SECTION K - HOUSING AND INCOME

ASK EVERYONE

Next, I'd like to ask you some questions about your living arrangements, the expenses that you have for housing, and about other sources of income.

IF NOT LIVING IN GROUP ACCOMMODATION AND NOT LIVING IN SHARE ACCOMMODATION AND LIVING WITH PARENTS (NOT CODE 1 ON C2 AND NOT CODE 1 ON C3 AND CODE 2 ON C19), ASK:

[Single]
K1. Do you live rent free, or do you pay rent or board?
1  LIVING RENT FREE
2  PAYING RENT OR BOARD
3  OTHER
4  CAN’T SAY

ENDIF

IF NOT LIVING IN GROUP ACCOMMODATION AND NOT LIVING IN SHARE ACCOMMODATION AND LIVING INDEPENDENTLY (NOT CODE 1 ON C2 AND NOT CODE 1 ON C3 AND CODE 1 ON C19), ASK:

[Single]
K2. Which of the following best describes your present housing arrangements?
READ OUT

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1  Living As A Lodger Or Boarder
2  Renting Own Place
3  Buying Your Own Place And Still Paying It Off
4  Own Your Place Outright
5  Live Rent Free In Parents' Investment Property
6  Living Rent Free
97  Openend  (DO NOT READ) OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

ENDIF

IF LIVING IN GROUP ACCOMMODATION (CODE 1 ON C2), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
K3A. You mentioned earlier that you live in group accommodation. How much do #/you/you and your partner/ pay in rent and board?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.
IF LIVING IN SHARE ACCOMMODATION (CODE 1 ON C3), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
K3B. You mentioned earlier that you live in share accommodation. How much rent do #/you/you and your partner/ pay? Include #/your/you and your partner’s/ share only.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF PAYING RENT/BOARD (CODE 2 ON K1 OR CODE 1 ON K2), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
K3C. How much rent and board do #/you/you and your partner/ pay?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF PAYING RENT (CODE 2 ON K2), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
K3D. How much rent do #/you/you and your partner/ pay?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF BUYING OWN PLACE (CODE 3 ON K2), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 100002, Default Value:100002, Refusal Code:100001}
K3E. How much repayment do #/you/you and your partner/ make on your mortgage?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER AMOUNT HERE AND PERIOD ON NEXT SCREEN
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF PAYING RENT, BOARD OR A MORTGAGE (GAVE AN AMOUNT ON K3A,K3B,K3C,K3D OR K3E), ASK:

[Single]
K3F. And what period does that amount cover?
READ OUT

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
ASK EVERYONE

I am now going to ask you some questions about your income. This is a very important part of the study. Your answers will help to assist in better understanding how young people in Australia become independent.

[Single]
K5. Last financial year (2007-2008), did you #/or your partner/ spouse/// receive any income from wages or salary?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: THIS INCLUDES WORKING ON A FARM AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM.
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

IF HAD AN INCOME LAST FINANCIAL YEAR (CODE 1 ON K5), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 200002, Default Value:200002, Refusal Code:200001}
K5A. Before tax or anything else (such as superannuation, health insurance, or salary sacrifice) is taken out, how much did you #/and your partner/spouse// receive from wages and salary in the 2007-2008 financial year?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: THIS IS FOR THE ENTIRE FINANCIAL YEAR AND SHOULD INCLUDE THE PARTNER'S INCOME IF APPLICABLE
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC 

IF RESPONDENT CAN'T SAY OR REFUSES EXACT AMOUNT FOR QUESTION K5A, ASK:

[Single]
K5B. Into which of the following categories does your #/and your partner's combined// yearly wages fall (before taxes or anything else is taken out)?

1  UNDER $5,000  7  $30,000 TO $34,999  13  $70,000 TO $79,999
2  $5,000 TO $9,999  8  $35,000 TO $39,999  14  $80,000 TO $89,999
3  $10,000 TO $14,999  9  $40,000 TO $44,999  15  $90,000 TO $99,999
4  $15,000 TO $19,999  10  $45,000 TO $49,999  16  $100,000 OR MORE
5  $20,000 TO $24,999  11  $50,000 TO $59,999  17  CAN'T SAY
6  $25,000 TO $29,999  12  $60,000 TO $69,999  18  REFUSED

ENDIF

ENDIF
ASK EVERYONE

[Single]
KSC. Last financial year (2007-2008), did you #/or your partner/spouse/# receive any income from your own business?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

IF HAD AN INCOME FROM A BUSINESS LAST FINANCIAL YEAR (CODE 1 ON KSC), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 150002, Default Value:150002, Refusal Code:150001}
K5CI. Before tax or anything else (such as superannuation, health insurance, or salary sacrifice) is taken out, how much did you #/and your partner/spouse/# receive from your own business in the 2007-2008 financial year?
IF CAN'T SAY,   ESC D.
IF REFUSES,      ESC \.

IF RESPONDENT CAN'T SAY OR REFUSES EXACT AMOUNT FOR QUESTION K5CI, ASK:

[Single]
K5CII. Into which of the following categories does your #/and your partner's combined/# yearly earnings from a business fall (before taxes or anything else is taken out)?
1  UNDER $5,000  7  $30,000 TO $34,999  13  $70,000 TO $79,999
2  $5,000 TO $9,999  8  $35,000 TO $39,999  14  $80,000 TO $89,999
3  $10,000 TO $14,999  9  $40,000 TO $44,999  15  $90,000 TO $99,999
4  $15,000 TO $19,999  10  $45,000 TO $49,999  16  $100,000 OR MORE
5  $20,000 TO $24,999  11  $50,000 TO $59,999  17  CAN'T SAY
6  $25,000 TO $29,999  12  $60,000 TO $69,999  18  REFUSED

ENDFI

ENDFI

ASK EVERYONE

[Single]
K6. Last financial year (2007-2008), did you #/or your partner/spouse/# receive any income from workers compensation?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

IF HAD AN INCOME FROM WORKERS COMPENSATION LAST FINANCIAL YEAR (CODE 1 ON K6), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 150002, Default Value:150002, Refusal Code:150001}
K6A. Before tax or anything else (such as superannuation, health insurance, or salary sacrifice) is taken out, how much did you #/and your partner/spouse/# receive from workers compensation in the 2007-2008 financial year?
IF CAN'T SAY,   ESC D.
IF REFUSES,      ESC \.
IF RESPONDENT CAN’T SAY OR REFUSES EXACT AMOUNT FOR QUESTION K6A, ASK:

[Single]
K6B. Into which of the following categories does your #/and your partner’s combined//yearly earnings from workers compensation fall (before taxes or anything else is taken out)?

1  UNDER $3,000  6  $20,000 TO $24,999  11  $45,000 TO $49,999
2  $3,000 TO $5,999  7  $25,000 TO $29,999  12  $50,000 TO $59,999
3  $6,000 TO $9,999  8  $30,000 TO $34,999  13  OVER $60,000
4  $10,000 TO 14,999  9  $35,000 TO $39,999  14  CAN’T SAY
5  $15,000 TO $19,999  10  $40,000 TO $44,999  15  REFUSED

ENDIF

ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

[Single]
K7. Last financial year (2007-2008), did you #/or your partner/ spouse// receive any income from interest or dividends, that is from investments such as shares?

1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN’T SAY

IF HAD AN INCOME FROM INVESTMENTS LAST FINANCIAL YEAR (CODE 1 ON K7), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 150002, Default Value:150002, Refusal Code:150001}
K7A. Before tax or anything else is taken out, how much did you #/and your partner/spouse//= receive from interest, dividends, and shares in the 2007-2008 financial year?
IF CAN’T SAY,  ESC D.
IF REFUSES,  ESC \.

IF RESPONDENT CAN’T SAY OR REFUSES EXACT AMOUNT FOR QUESTION K7A, ASK:

[Single]
K7B. Into which of the following categories does your #/and your partner’s combined//yearly earnings from interest or dividends fall (before taxes or anything else is taken out)?

1  $1 TO $99  5  $2,000 TO $4,999  9  $50,000 TO $99,999
2  $100 TO $499  6  $5,000 TO $9,999  10  OVER $100,000
3  $500 TO $999  7  $10,000 TO $19,999  11  CAN’T SAY
4  $1,000 TO $1,999  8  $20,000 TO $49,999  12  REFUSED

ENDIF

ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE
[Single]
K8. Last financial year (2007-2008), did you #/or your partner/spouse// receive any income from rental property?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN’T SAY

IF HAD AN INCOME FROM RENTAL PROPERTY LAST FINANCIAL YEAR (CODE 1 ON K8), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 150002, Default Value:150002, Refusal Code:150001}
K8A. Before tax or anything else is taken out, how much did you #/and your partner/spouse// receive from rental property in the 2007-2008 financial year?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

IF RESPONDENT CAN’T SAY OR REFUSES EXACT AMOUNT FOR QUESTION K8A, ASK:

[Single]
K8B. Into which of the following categories does your #/and your partner's combined// yearly earnings from rental income fall (before taxes or anything else is taken out)?

1  UNDER $3,000
2  $3,000 TO $5,999
3  $6,000 TO $9,999
4  $10,000 TO 14,999
5  $15,000 TO $19,999
6  $20,000 TO $24,999
7  $25,000 TO $29,999
8  $30,000 TO $34,999
9  $35,000 TO $39,999
10  $40,000 TO $44,999
11  $45,000 TO $49,999
12  $50,000 TO $59,999
13  OVER $60,000
14  CAN’T SAY
15  REFUSED

ENDIF

ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

[Multiple] {Spread:10 }
K9. Have your parents or anyone else assisted you financially with any of the following in the last 12 months? Have they helped you with...
READ OUT
HIGHLIGHT ALL MENTIONED

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1  A Real Estate Purchase
2  Purchasing A Car Or Similar
3  Paying For Accommodation While Studying (e.g. Uni Or Group House)
4  Paying HECS Fees Or Other Tuition Fees
5  Paying Bills Such As Telephone, Electricity, Or Credit Cards Bills
6  Paying Fines
7  A General Living Allowance
8  Paying Off Debt (Other Than Credit Card Bills)
9  Allowing You To Live In Their Investment Property For Low Rent
97  Openend (DO NOT READ) OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single (DO NOT READ) NO FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

IF RECEIVED ASSISTANCE (CODE 1 TO 97 ON K9), ASK:
K10. How much did you receive in total during the last 12 months (from your parents or anyone else)?
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

IF CAN’T SAY AMOUNT AT K10, ASK:

[Single]
K10A. Into which of the following categories does the amount you received in total during the last 12 months (from your parents or anyone else) fall into:
READ OUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1 TO $99</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100 TO $499</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500 TO $999</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000 TO $1,999</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2,000 TO $4,999</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5,000 TO $9,999</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000 TO $19,999</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20,000 TO $49,999</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 TO $99,999</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVER $100,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN’T SAY</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUSED</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

IF GAVE AMOUNT ON K10 OR CODE 1 TO 10 ON K10A, ASK:

[Single]
K11. Are you expected to pay back any of this money?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN’T SAY</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF EXPECTED TO PAY BACK MONEY (CODE 1 ON K11), ASK:

[Single]
K12. About how much are you expected to pay back?
READ OUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Small Portion Of The Amount Borrowed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About Half Of The Amount Borrowed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Of It Of The Amount Borrowed</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Full Amount</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Full Amount Plus Interest</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

[Single]
K8C. Last financial year (2007-2008), did you #/or your partner/ spouse// receive any income from any other sources that we have not asked about (such as royalties or gifts) including payments from the Australian government?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: A TAX REFUND OR ASSISTANCE IN THE FORM OF HECS/ HELP ARE NOT CONSIDERED AN INCOME SOURCE.
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN’T SAY

IF HAD AN INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCE LAST FINANCIAL YEAR (CODE 1 ON K8C), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 150003, Default Value:150002, Refusal Code:150001}

K8CI. Before tax or anything else is taken out, how much did you #/and your partner/spouse// receive from all other income sources in the 2007-2008 financial year?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF PARTNER HAD A NEGATIVE INCOME CODE AS 150 003 AND ENTER AMOUNT AT NEXT QUESTION
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

IF RESPONDENT CAN’T SAY OR REFUSES EXACT AMOUNT FOR QUESTION K8CI, ASK:

[Single]

K8CII. Into which of the following categories does your #/and your partner's combined// yearly income from other sources fall (before taxes or anything else is taken out)?

1  OVER -$100,000
2  -$50,000 TO -$99,999
3  -$20,000 TO -$49,999
4  -$10,000 TO -$19,999
5  -$5,000 TO -$9,999
6  -$2,000 TO -$4,999
7  -$1,000 TO -$1,999
8  -$500 TO -$999
9  -$100 TO -$499
10  -$1 TO -$99
11  $1 TO $99
12  $100 TO $499
13  $500 TO $999
14  $1,000 TO $1,999
15  $2,000 TO $4,999
16  $5,000 TO $9,999
17  $10,000 TO $19,999
18  $20,000 TO $49,999
19  $50,000 TO $99,999
20  OVER $100,000
21  CAN’T SAY
22  REFUSED

ENDIF

ENDIF

[SINGLE]

K13. Do you currently receive any income from the government in the form of a benefit, pension or allowance, excluding any Family Allowance or Family Tax Benefit payment?
We are only interested in payments from Australian governments.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: EXCLUDE HECS/ HELP

1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN’T SAY

IF RECEIVES ANY GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS (CODE 1 ON K13), ASK:

[Multiple] {Spread:20 }

K14. What government payments do you currently receive?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: NOTE TWO DIFFERENT TYPES OF PARENTING PAYMENT AND YOUTH ALLOWANCE. PROBE IF NECESSARY. HIGHLIGHT ALL MENTIONED

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE

1  NEWSTART ALLOWANCE
2  DISABILITY SUPPORT PENSION (PAID BY CENTRELINK)
3  SICKNESS ALLOWANCE
4  PARENTING PAYMENT - SINGLE (NOT FAMILY ALLOWANCE OR FAMILY TAX BENEFIT)
5  PARENTING PAYMENT - PARTNERED (NOT FAMILY ALLOWANCE OR FAMILY TAX BENEFIT)
6  YOUTH ALLOWANCE - FOR STUDENTS
7  YOUTH ALLOWANCE - OTHER (FOR THE UNEMPLOYED)
8  AUSTUDY/ ABSTUDY PAYMENT
9  JOBSEEKER ALLOWANCE
10  COMMONWEALTH EDUCATION COSTS SCHOLARSHIP
11  RENT ALLOWANCE/ ASSISTANCE
12  APPRENTICESHIP INCENTIVE/ ALLOWANCE/ WAGE TOP UP
97  Openend OTHER (SPECIFY)
98  Single CAN'T SAY

QUESTIONS K15A TO K15I WILL BE RANDOMIZED

IF RECEIVED NEWSTART ALLOWANCE (CODE 1 ON K14), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 9999, Default Value:9999, Refusal Code:9998}
K15A. How much per fortnight are you currently receiving in total from NEWSTART ALLOWANCE?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE. RECORD EXACT AMOUNT IN DOLLARS.
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF RECEIVED DISABILITY SUPPORT PENSION (CODE 2 ON K14), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 9999, Default Value:9999, Refusal Code:9998}
K15B. How much per fortnight are you currently receiving in total from DISABILITY SUPPORT PENSION?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE. RECORD EXACT AMOUNT IN DOLLARS.
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF RECEIVED SICKNESS ALLOWANCE (CODE 3 ON K14), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 9999, Default Value:9999, Refusal Code:9998}
K15C. How much per fortnight are you currently receiving in total from SICKNESS ALLOWANCE?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE. RECORD EXACT AMOUNT IN DOLLARS.
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.
ENDIF

IF RECEIVED PARENTING PAYMENT (SINGLE) (CODE 4 ON K14), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 9999, Default Value:9999, Refusal Code:9998}
K15D. How much per fortnight are you currently receiving in total from PARENTING PAYMENT (SINGLE)?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE. RECORD EXACT AMOUNT IN DOLLARS.
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF RECEIVED PARENTING PAYMENT (PARTNERED) (CODE 5 ON K14), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 9999, Default Value:9999, Refusal Code:9998}
K15E. How much per fortnight are you currently receiving in total from PARENTING PAYMENT (PARTNERED)?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE. RECORD EXACT AMOUNT IN DOLLARS.
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF RECEIVED YOUTH ALLOWANCE (STUDENTS) (CODE 6 ON K14), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 9999, Default Value:9999, Refusal Code:9998}
K15F. How much per fortnight are you currently receiving in total from YOUTH ALLOWANCE (STUDENTS)?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE. RECORD EXACT AMOUNT IN DOLLARS.
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF RECEIVED YOUTH ALLOWANCE (OTHER) (CODE 7 ON K14), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 9999, Default Value:9999, Refusal Code:9998}
K15G. How much per fortnight are you currently receiving in total from YOUTH ALLOWANCE (OTHER)?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE. RECORD EXACT AMOUNT IN DOLLARS.
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

IF RECEIVED AUSTUDY/ ABSTUDY PAYMENT (CODE 8 ON K14), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 1, Max: 9999, Default Value:9999, Refusal Code:9998}
K15H. How much per fortnight are you currently receiving in total from AUSTUDY/ ABSTUDY PAYMENT?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: PROBE FOR BEST ESTIMATE. RECORD EXACT AMOUNT IN DOLLARS.
SECTION L - HEALTH

ASK EVERYONE

Next I will ask you some questions about your health.

L2. In general, would you say your health is... READ OUT
1  Excellent
2  Very Good
3  Good
4  Fair
5  Poor
6  (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

The next two questions are about activities you might do during a typical day. I am going to ask if your health now limits you in these activities, and if so, by how much.

L2A. First, moderate activities such as moving a table, pushing a vacuum cleaner, or playing golf. Does your health now #/limit you a lot, limit you a little, or not limit you at all/not limit you at all, limit you a little, or limit you a lot/?
1  LIMIT A LOT
2  LIMIT A LITTLE
3  DOES NOT LIMIT AT ALL
4  (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

L2B. Climbing several flights of stairs. (Does your health now #/limit you a lot, limit you a little, or not limit you at all/not limit you at all, limit you a little, or limit you a lot/?)
1  LIMIT A LOT
L3. During the past four weeks, have you accomplished less than you would like as a result of your physical health?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

L4. During the past 4 weeks, have you had any of the following problems with your work or other regular daily activities as a result of any emotional problems (such as feeling depressed or anxious)... Have you accomplished less than you would like?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

L5. (During the past 4 weeks, have you had any of the following problems with your work or other regular daily activities as a result of any emotional problems (such as feeling depressed or anxious)...) Have you worked or done other activities less carefully than usual?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN'T SAY

L6. During the past 4 weeks, how much did pain interfere with your normal work, including both work outside the home and housework? Did it interfere #/not at all, slightly, moderately, quite a bit or extremely/extremely, quite a bit, moderately, slightly or not at all/?
1  NOT AT ALL
2  SLIGHTLY
3  MODERATELY
4  QUITE A BIT
5  EXTREMELY
6  (DO NOT READ) CAN'T SAY

The next four questions are about how you feel and how things have been with you during the past 4 weeks. For each question, please give the one answer that comes closest to the way you have been feeling.

L7. How much of the time during the past 4 weeks...

Have you felt calm and peaceful?
READ OUT
1  All The Time
2  Most Of The Time
3  A Good Bit Of The Time
4  Some Of The Time
5  A Little Of The Time
6  None Of The Time
7  (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

[SINGLE]
L8. (How much of the time during the past 4 weeks...)

Did you have a lot of energy?
READ OUT AS NECESSARY
1  All The Time
2  Most Of The Time
3  A Good Bit Of The Time
4  Some Of The Time
5  A Little Of The Time
6  None Of The Time
7  (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

[SINGLE]
L9. (How much of the time during the past 4 weeks...)

Have you felt down?
READ OUT AS NECESSARY
1  All The Time
2  Most Of The Time
3  A Good Bit Of The Time
4  Some Of The Time
5  A Little Of The Time
6  None Of The Time
7  (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

[SINGLE]
L9A. (How much of the time during the past 4 weeks...)

Did your physical health or emotional problems interfere with your social activities like visiting with friends, relatives etc?
READ OUT AS NECESSARY
1  All The Time
2  Most Of The Time
3  A Good Bit Of The Time
4  Some Of The Time
5  A Little Of The Time
6  None Of The Time
7  (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

IF CURRENTLY WORKING (CODE 1 ON H5), ASK:

[SINGLE]
L10A. Are you limited in the kind or amount of work you do in a job because of your health?
1  YES
2  NO
3  CAN’T SAY
ENDIF

IF CURRENTLY NOT WORKING (CODE 2 OR 3 ON H5), ASK:

   [Single]
   L10B. Would you be limited in the kind or amount of work you could do in a job because of your health?
   1  YES
   2  NO
   3  CAN'T SAY

ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

   [Single]
   L11. Have you ever been told by a health professional that you have asthma?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF DOCTOR TOLD PARENT THAT YOUTH HAS ASTHMA, SELECT CODE 1 YES.
   1  YES
   2  NO
   3  CAN'T SAY

   [Single]
   L12. Have you ever been told by a health professional that you have attention deficit hyperactivity disorder?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: ALSO KNOWN AS ATTENTION-DEFICIT DISORDER OR ADD/ADHD.
INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF DOCTOR TOLD PARENT THAT YOUTH HAS ATTENTION-DEFICIT DISORDER OR ADD/ADHD, SELECT CODE 1 YES.
   1  YES
   2  NO
   3  CAN'T SAY

   [Single]
   L13. Have you ever been told by a health professional that you suffer from depression or anxiety?
   1  YES
   2  NO
   3  CAN'T SAY

   [Single]
   L14. Do you regularly smoke cigarettes or any other tobacco products?
   1  YES
   2  NO
   3  CAN'T SAY

   [Single]
   L15. How tall are you without shoes?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD HEIGHT AT NEXT QUESTION CODE HERE WHETHER ANSWER IS GIVEN IN CENTIMETRES OR FEET
   1  CENTIMETRES
   2  FEET AND INCHES

IF HEIGHT GIVEN IN CENTIMETRES (CODE 1 ON L15), ASK:
[Quantity] {Min: 120, Max: 250, Default Value:250, Refusal Code:249}
L15A. RECORD AMOUNT IN CENTIMETRES

(How tall are you without shoes?)
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

IF HEIGHT GIVEN IN FEET AND INCHES (CODE 2 ON L15), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 4, Max: 10, Default Value:10, Refusal Code:9}
L15B1. RECORD FEET HERE AND INCHES AT NEXT QUESTION

(How tall are you without shoes?)
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 14, Default Value:14, Refusal Code:13}
L15B2. RECORD INCHES HERE

(How tall are you without shoes?)
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

[Single]
L16. How much do you weigh?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD WEIGHT AT NEXT QUESTION CODE HERE WHETHER ANSWER IS GIVEN KILOGRAMS OR STONES AND POUNDS
1  KILOGRAMS
2  STONES AND POUNDS
3  POUNDS ONLY

IF WEIGHT GIVEN IN KILOGRAMS (CODE 1 ON L16), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 30, Max: 402, Default Value:402, Refusal Code:401}
L16A. RECORD AMOUNT IN KILOGRAMS

(How much do you presently weigh?)
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

IF WEIGHT GIVEN IN STONES AND POUNDS (CODE 2 ON L16), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 2, Max: 27, Default Value:27, Refusal Code:26}
L16B1. RECORD STONES HERE AND POUNDS AT NEXT QUESTION

(How much do you presently weigh?)
IF CAN'T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

[Quantity] {Min: 0, Max: 14, Default Value:14, Refusal Code:13}
L16B2. RECORD POUNDS HERE

(How much do you presently weigh?)
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

IF WEIGHT GIVEN IN POUNDS ONLY (CODE 3 ON L16), ASK:

[Quantity] {Min: 50, Max: 802, Default Value:802, Refusal Code:801}
L16C. RECORD POUNDS ONLY HERE

(How much do you presently weigh?)
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.
IF REFUSES, ESC \.

ENDIF

SECTION M – ATTITUDES

ASK EVERYONE

In the next series of questions, we'll be asking for your opinion on a range of issues. First, we would like to ask about some government policies.

[SINGLE]
M14A. In your opinion, what are the most pressing issues for Australia nowadays? You can name up to THREE issues or government policies that you think are important.
(What is the first issue?)

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER FIRST ISSUE ONLY HERE. ENTER SECOND AND THIRD ISSUE ON NEXT QUESTION. DO NOT PROMPT

IF OTHER, HIGHLIGHT OTHER AND TYPE IN RESPONSE
1 Single COST OF LIVING/ INFLATION
2 Single HIGH INCOME TAX/ HIGH TAXES
3 Single PETROL PRICES/ PETROL TAXES
4 Single HOUSING AFFORDABILITY/ HOUSING AVAILABILITY/ INTEREST RATES
5 Single EDUCATION/ EDUCATION FUNDING/ COST OF EDUCATION
6 Single EMPLOYMENT ISSUES/ UNEMPLOYMENT/ WORK CHOICES/ WAGES
7 Single SKILLS SHORTAGE/ LACK OF QUALIFIED WORKERS/ LABOUR SHORTAGE
8 Single WELFARE SYSTEM - TOO GENEROUS/ UNEMPLOYED TAKING ADVANTAGE OF WELFARE SYSTEM
9 Single WELFARE/ STUDENT BENEFITS/ CARER BENEFITS - NOT SUFFICIENT
10 Single ENVIRONMENT/ POLLUTION/ CLIMATE CHANGE/ GLOBAL WARMING
11 Single WATER SHORTAGE/ DROUGHT
12 Single FOREIGN POLICY/ INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
13 Single GAY RIGHTS/ GAY MARRIAGE
14 Single HEALTH/ PUBLIC HOSPITALS
15 Single IMMIGRATION - TOO HIGH OR TOO EASY/ ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
M10. Opinions differ about the level of benefits for unemployed people. Which of these two statements comes closest to your own view?

READ OUT
1. Benefits For Unemployed People Are Too Low And Cause Hardship
2. Benefits For Unemployed People Are Too High And Discourage Them From Finding Jobs
3. (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

M11. Who do you think should mainly be responsible for ensuring that people have enough to live on if they become unemployed?

READ OUT
1. Mainly The Government
2. Mainly A Person Themselves Or Their Family
3. (DO NOT READ) CAN’T SAY

M13. What is your opinion on the effect of immigrants on the Australian economy? Please choose a statement that is closest to your view.
READ OUT
1 Immigrants are generally good for the Australian economy
2 On the whole, immigrants are bad for the Australian economy
3 (DO NOT READ) CAN'T SAY

Now we have some questions about how people get ahead in life generally. For each question, I would like you to tell me whether it is 'extremely important', 'fairly important', 'not too important', 'does not matter at all' or 'undesirable, a bad thing'.

[SINGLE]
M2. To get ahead in life, how important is it to come from a wealthy family?

(Would you say it's extremely important, fairly important, not too important, doesn't matter at all or undesirable/ a bad thing?)

1 EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2 FAIRLY IMPORTANT
3 NOT TOO IMPORTANT
4 DOES NOT MATTER AT ALL
5 UNDESIRABLE, A BAD THING
6 CAN'T SAY

[SINGLE]
M3. And to get ahead in life, how important is it to have well-educated parents?

(Would you say it's extremely important, fairly important, not too important, doesn't matter at all or undesirable/ a bad thing?)

1 EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2 FAIRLY IMPORTANT
3 NOT TOO IMPORTANT
4 DOES NOT MATTER AT ALL
5 UNDESIRABLE, A BAD THING
6 CAN'T SAY

[SINGLE]
M4. How important is it for a person to have a good education?

(Would you say it's extremely important, fairly important, not too important, doesn't matter at all or undesirable/ a bad thing?)

1 EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2 FAIRLY IMPORTANT
3 NOT TOO IMPORTANT
4 DOES NOT MATTER AT ALL
5 UNDESIRABLE, A BAD THING
6 CAN'T SAY

[SINGLE]
M5. How important is a person's own ambition?

(Would you say it's extremely important, fairly important, not too important, doesn't matter at all or undesirable/ a bad thing?)

1 EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2 FAIRLY IMPORTANT
3 NOT TOO IMPORTANT
4 DOES NOT MATTER AT ALL
5 UNDESIRABLE, A BAD THING
6 CAN'T SAY

[SINGLE]
M12. How important is it for a person to have a job??

(Would you say it's extremely important, fairly important, not too important, doesn't matter at all or undesirable/ a bad thing?)

1 EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2 FAIRLY IMPORTANT
3 NOT TOO IMPORTANT
4 DOES NOT MATTER AT ALL
5 UNDESIRABLE, A BAD THING
6 CAN'T SAY
Finally, we would like to ask you what you think your situation in life is going to be in 10 years time.

[S] {Sort}
M15. What kind of work do you expect to be doing when you are 30 years old?
IF NECESSARY, PROBE: What do you think your main tasks and duties would be?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF YOU CAN NOT FIND THE EXACT CODE FOR THIS QUESTION, PLEASE DO NOT GUESS. CHOOSE CODE 2997 (OTHER) TO SPECIFY.

IF CAN’T SAY, ASK: What is your best guess?
IF STILL CAN’T SAY, CHOOSE CODE 2998.
IF UNEMPLOYED, CHOOSE 2999.

For response codes, refer to W2 Occupation Codes.

[Q] [Min: 0, Max: 9999999, Default Value:9999998, Refusal Code:9999999]
M16. What do you expect your total annual income to be in 10 years time when you are 30 years old?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: PLEASE WRITE DOLLAR AMOUNT ONLY.
IF REFUSES OR CAN’T SAY, PROMPT: What is your best guess?
IF REFUSES, ESC \.
IF CAN’T SAY, ESC D.

SECTION N - TRACKING QUESTIONS & SELF-COMPLETION QUESTIONNAIRE

As I said at the beginning of the interview, we would also like you to complete a survey by mail or online. We also hope to call you back in the future to see how you are doing. It is very important that we have a complete set of contact details for you, as well as for one person who can help us get in touch with you in case you move. So I’d like to ask you some questions about how we might be able to reach you again.

[S]
N2. What is the best email address to reach you on? An email address would help us to contact you if we cannot reach you on the phone.
1  YES, ENTER EMAIL ADDRESS AT NEXT QUESTION
2  NO

IF HAS EMAIL ADDRESS (CODE 1 ON N2), ASK:

N2A. What is the e-mail address that we can reach you on?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: READ OUT THE EMAIL ADDRESS TO DOUBLE CHECK IF IT IS CORRECT. SAY: I’m just going to read your email address back to you so that I can check that I have it correct. Is it...
THEN SAY Please don’t forget to set up your email to accept incoming email from yif@roymorgan.com so that our messages are not sent to your junk mail or bulk mail folder.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT HAS BOTH BUSINESS AND PERSONAL E-MAIL ADDRESSES, USE PERSONAL ADDRESS.
INCLUDE FULL ADDRESS ON ONE LINE
EXAMPLE: JSMITH@XYZ.COM.AU

IF NECESSARY, SAY: PLEASE TELL ME WHETHER IT IS UPPER CASE OR LOWER CASE.

ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

[Single]
N3A. Do you have a landline number at home?
#/INTERVIEWER NOTE: NUMBER ON SAMPLE IS:/%[ITN1]
1  YES
2  NO

IF HAS A LANDLINE NUMBER AT HOME (CODE 1 ON N3A), ASK:

[Character] {Format: 10}
TELENUMBER1. RECORD HOME LANDLINE NUMBER INCLUDING AREA CODE HERE, WITHOUT SPACES AND WITHOUT BRACKETS
#
INTERVIEWER NOTE: NUMBER ON SAMPLE IS:/%[ITN1]

ENDIF

[Single]
N3. #/Do you have an alternate telephone number we can contact you on?/What is the best telephone number we can contact you on?/
#
INTERVIEWER NOTE: NUMBER ON SAMPLE IS:/%[ITN1]
1  YES
2  NO

IF HAS AN ALTERNATIVE NUMBER TO BE CONTACTED ON (CODE 1 ON N3), ASK:

[Character] {Format: 10}
ALNUMBER. RECORD ALTERNATIVE NUMBER HERE
#
INTERVIEWER NOTE: NUMBER ON SAMPLE IS:/%[ITN1]

ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

[Single]
N4. Can you give us the contact details of someone who is close to you and might be able to tell us how to reach you?
1  YES (ENTER NUMBER AND PERSON’S NAME ON THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS)
IF GIVEN CONTACT DETAILS OF ALTERNATE CONTACT (CODE 1 ON N4), ASK:

[Character] {Format: 50}
N4A. What is the person’s first name?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: FIRST NAME ON SAMPLE IS: [%ALT1FIRST]

[Character] {Format: 50}
N4AA. What is the person’s LAST name?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: LAST NAME ON SAMPLE IS: [%ALT1LAST]

[Single] {Removed}
N4B. What is their relationship to you? He/She is your...?

1 OWN MOTHER (BIOLOGICAL OR ADOPTIVE AS AN INFANT)
2 STEPMOTHER
3 FOSTER MOTHER
4 OWN FATHER (BIOLOGICAL OR ADOPTIVE AS AN INFANT)
5 STEPFATHER
6 FOSTER FATHER
7 SISTER/HALF-SISTER
8 STEPSISTER/FOSTER SISTER
9 BROTHER/HALF-BROTHER
10 STEPBROTHER/FOSTER BROTHER
11 GRANDMOTHER
12 GRANDFATHER
13 WIFE, FEMALE DE FACTO PARTNER
14 HUSBAND, MALE DE FACTO PARTNER
15 GIRLFRIEND
16 BOYFRIEND
17 OWN DAUGHTER/SON
18 OWN STEPDAUGHTER/STEPSON
19 PARTNER'S GRANDMOTHER
20 PARTNER'S GRANDFATHER
21 PARTNER'S MOTHER/STEPMOTHER
22 PARTNER'S FATHER/STEPFATHER
23 PARTNER'S SISTER/HALF-SISTER/STEPSISTER
24 PARTNER'S BROTHER/HALF-BROTHER/STEBBROTHER
25 FRIEND
26 FLAT MATE
27 AUNTY/ UNCLE
28 COUSIN
29 BOSS/ WORK COLLEAGUE
96 Openend OTHER RELATIVE (SPECIFY)
97 Openend OTHER NON-RELATIVE (SPECIFY)
98 CAN’T SAY
99 NO ONE ELSE

[Character] {Format: 10}
N4C. What is their home phone?

THE FOLLOWING QUESTION IS REMOVED AS OF 2-9-08

[Character] {Format: 10Removed}
N4D. What is their work phone number?

[Character] {Format: 10}
N4E. What is their mobile phone number?

[Character] {Format: 50}
N4F. What is their email address?

[Single]
N4G. What is their postal address?
DO NOT READ - Interviewer, are you being given an address that is the same as the ALT CONTACT address on sample below: [%ALT1STREET], [%ALT1SUBURB], [%ALT1STATE], [%ALT1PCODE]?

1  Single  YES, ADDRESS IS THE SAME AS ABOVE
2  Single  NO, ADDRESS IS DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE

**IF ADDRESS IS DIFFERENT (CODE 2 ON Q.658. ), ASK:**

[Character] {Format: 50}
N4GA. INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER STREET ADDRESS HERE AND SUBURB, STATE AND POSTCODE ON THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

[Character] {Format: 50}
N4GB. ENTER SUBURB HERE.

[Character] {Format: 4}
N4GC. ENTER POSTCODE HERE.

[Character] {Format: 4}
N4GD. ENTER STATE HERE.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD STATE ABBREVIATIONS, I.E. IF STATE IS VICTORIA ENTER VIC

**ENDIF**

[Single]
N4AA1. In case this person moves, we'd also like the contact details of a second person who lives at an address DIFFERENT to the one you just mentioned, who can tell us how to reach you.

1  YES (ENTER NUMBER AND PERSON'S NAME ON THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS)
2  NO

**IF GIVEN THE CONTACT DETAILS OF A SECOND PERSON (CODE 1 ON N4AA1), ASK:**

[Character] {Format: 50}
N5A. What is the person's first name?

[Character] {Format: 50}
N5AA. What is the person’s LAST name?

[Character] {Format: 10}
N5C. What is their home phone?

**THE FOLLOWING QUESTION IS REMOVED AS OF 2-9-08**

[Character] {Format: 10Removed}
N5D. What is their work phone number?

[Character] {Format: 10}
NSE. What is their mobile phone number?

[Character] {Format: 50}

NSF. What is their email address?

[Character] {Format: 50}

NSGA. What is their postal address?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER STREET ADDRESS HERE AND SUBURB, STATE AND POSTCODE ON THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

[Character] {Format: 50}

NSGB. ENTER SUBURB HERE.

[Character] {Format: 4}

NSGC. ENTER POSTCODE HERE.

[Character] {Format: 20}

NSGD. ENTER STATE HERE.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD STATE ABBREVIATIONS, IE IF STATE IS VICTORIA ENTER VIC

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF GAVE ALTERNATE CONTACT DETAILS (COSE 1 ON N4)

You may want to let the people whose details you have given us KNOW that we may contact them in future in case we have difficulty in contacting you

ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

We are also asking you to complete a mail-out or on-line survey in the next few days. This second part of the survey is very important and will allow us to know a little bit more about you and the types of things that you do.

To receive your $15 cheque, you need to complete the mail-out or online survey as well.

[Single]

N6. Would you prefer to do this survey by mail or Online?
1  MAIL
2  ONLINE
3  DO NOT WANT TO DO THE SECOND SURVEY

IF PREFER VIA MAIL (CODE 1 ON N6), SAY:

[Single]

N7. I verified your address at the start of the survey. Is it OK if the survey is mailed there?
1  YES
2  NO
IF NOT OK TO SEND SURVEY TO CURRENT ADDRESS (CODE 2 ON N7), ASK:

[Character] {Format: 50}
N8A. Please tell me the address that you would like the survey to be mailed to...

INTERVIEWER NOTE: ENTER STREET ADDRESS HERE AND SUBURB, STATE AND POSTCODE ON THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS

[Character] {Format: 50}
N8B. ENTER SUBURB HERE

[Character] {Format: 4}
N8C. ENTER POSTCODE HERE

[Character] {Format: 20}
N8D. ENTER STATE HERE

INTERVIEWER NOTE: RECORD STATE ABBREVIATIONS, IE IF STATE IS VICTORIA ENTER VIC

[Multiple]
N8E. Just to confirm that address is [%N8A], [%N8B], [%N8C], [%N8D]?
HIGHLIGHT ALL MENTIONED

1  YES, ALL CORRECT  13 100% 13
2  NO, STREET ADDRESS NOT CORRECT  0 0% 0
3  NO, SUBURB NOT CORRECT  0 0% 0
4  NO, STATE NOT CORRECT  0 0% 0
5  NO, POSTCODE NOT CORRECT  0 0% 0

IF ANY ADDRESS DETAILS INCORRECT FIX THEM NOW

ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

IF PREFER ONLINE (CODE 2 ON N6) AND SUPPLIED EMAIL ADDRESS (CODE 1 ON N2), ASK:

[Single]
N9. Is it OK if we email the link for the survey to the email address you mentioned earlier?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: THE EMAIL ADDRESS WAS [%N2A]
1 YES
2 NO

ENDIF

IF PREFER ONLINE (CODE 2 ON N6) AND OK TO USE PREVIOUS EMAIL ADDRESS (CODE 1 ON N9), READ OUT
Please remember to check your bulk mail folder or junk mail folder for the online survey. Alternatively you can set up your email to accept incoming email from yif@roymorgan.com so that the online survey doesn't get missed because of spam filtering.

ENDIF

IF PREFER ONLINE AND NOT OK TO USE PREVIOUS EMAIL ADDRESS OR HASN'T GIVEN AN ADDRESS YET (CODE 2 ON N6 AND CODE 2 ON N9 OR N2), ASK:

Please remember to check your bulk mail folder or junk mail folder for the online survey. Alternatively you can set up your email to accept incoming email from yif@roymorgan.com so that the online survey doesn't get missed because of spam filtering.

[Character] {Format: 50}
N10. What email address would you like us to send the link to complete the online survey?

INTERVIEWER NOTE: READ OUT THE EMAIL ADDRESS TO DOUBLE CHECK IF IT IS CORRECT. SAY: I'm just going to read your email address back to you so that I can check that I have it correct. Is it...

THEN SAY: Please remember to check your bulk mail folder or junk mail folder for the online survey. Alternatively you can set up your email to accept incoming email from yif@roymorgan.com so that the online survey doesn't get missed because of spam filtering.

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT HAS BOTH BUSINESS AND PERSONAL E-MAIL ADDRESSES, USE PERSONAL ADDRESS.
INCLUDE FULL ADDRESS ON ONE LINE
EXAMPLE: JSMITH@XYZ.COM.AU

IF NECESSARY, SAY: PLEASE TELL ME WHETHER IT IS UPPER CASE OR LOWER CASE.

ENDIF

ASK EVERYONE

#/We are now finished all of the questions for this first part. Please take the time to complete the second part of the survey in the next few days. /We are now finished all of the questions./
On behalf of the research team at the Australian National University, I would like to thank you very much for all you have done in this study.

If you would like further information about this research or Roy Morgan Research, you can phone 1800 647 466 (Youth in Focus toll free number).

IF RESPONDENT ASKS FOR CONTACT NAME: You can contact Peta Enbom at that number.

Thank you for your time and assistance. This market research is carried out in compliance with the Privacy Act, and the information you provided will be used only for research purposes.

[Character] {Format: 20}
Q. RECORD YOUR NAME FOR A TRUE AND HONEST INTERVIEW.

[Multiple] {Spread:10}
QCOM. ENTER ANY COMMENTS OR INFO THAT YOU THINK WILL BE USEFUL ABOUT THIS INTERVIEW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Openend</th>
<th>SPECIFY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHAT IS THE PROJECT ABOUT?: Youth in Focus is about the experiences of young people in Australia. It aims to get a more accurate picture of how young people are doing economically and socially. It is important to us to find out both the views of young people and of their parents. The research will help our understanding of how young people are doing in education, work, and life in general and this will be used to help the government develop more effective way so providing services to those who need them. We will be studying young people's choices about and attitudes to education, work, living at home, moving away from home, their relationships and their health. We are also very interested in parents’ experiences of raising their children and in trying to help them get ahead in life.

IF RESPONDENT ASKS FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROJECT: More information on the project can be accessed from the web page: http://youthinfocus.anu.edu.au/home.htm. They can also look at the web page for answers to other questions or to email questions to the research team.

IF ASK FOR 'YOUTH IN FOCUS' HOTLINE OR EMAIL ADDRESS: The number for the 'Youth in Focus' hotline is 1800 647 466 or you can email us at yif@roymorgan.com.

Data concerns

IF RESPONDENT ASKS TO HAVE THEIR DATA DELETED SAY:
Under the Privacy Act you have the right to withdraw your consent to participate in the survey at any time. If you want me to delete all your responses to this survey I can do so. However, we request that you allow us to keep your answers and hope that you accept our assurance that your data will be kept confidential and only used for research purposes. The information that you provide in this survey will not be passed on to any government agency. IF RESPONDENT STILL WANTS DATA DELETED, TERMINATE INTERVIEW AND SELECT CODE 150.

IF RESPONDENT HAS CONCERNS ABOUT PRIVACY ISSUES, SAY: All information that you provide will be treated with the strictest confidence. Your responses will not be passed back to Centrelink. There are many steps that are being taken to guarantee your privacy. First, none of the information you provide for this study will affect any government payments that you might be receiving. Secondly, Roy Morgan Research has only your name and contact information. We have no other information about you. Thirdly, the researchers at the Australian National University will only be given your responses to the study but they will not have any personal identifying information about you. All of this information will be removed from the data before it is provided to the university researchers.

If necessary: remind them that participation is voluntary.

If you are concerned about privacy issues or Roy Morgan Research’s compliance with the Privacy Act, you can phone us on 1800 337 332.

IF RESPONDENT HAS ETHICS CONCERNS: This study was approved by the ANU Human Research Ethics Committee (protocol 2004/279). If you have any queries about the ethical aspects of the
survey, you can contact the ANU Ethics Committee at (02) 6125 7945. The contact details of the Ethics Committee are also available from the survey's web-site http://youthinfocus.anu.edu.au

Centrelink-related concerns

IF RESPONDENT ASKS WHAT TYPE OF DATA FROM CENTRELINK HAS BEEN MADE AVAILABLE TO ANU: The Centrelink data includes information about a person's characteristics (such as age) and the amount of their social security payments. The researchers at the ANU have access to this information but they do not know any identifying information about you such as name or contact details. The researchers have agreed to strict confidentiality requirements to protect your privacy. Roy Morgan Research does not have access to these data. None of your answers will be used to affect any Centrelink payments you might be receiving.

IF ASKED "What data do RMR have, and what will ANU end up with?", SAY: Roy Morgan Research has only your name and contact information. We have no other information about you. The researchers at Australian National University will only be given your responses to the study but they will not have any personal identifying information about you.

IF ASKED "What data do ANU have now on me?", SAY: The researchers at the ANU have information on social security payments but they do not know your name or any contact details. If you agree to participate in the survey, the Australian National University will be provided with your responses, but they will not be provided with any identifying information. They will not be given your name, address or phone number. They are legally and morally required to protect your confidentiality.

IF ASKED "What payments?", SAY: Payments such as Youth Allowance, and Family Tax Benefit. IF ASKED "But I've never received any payments.", SAY: The database contains people who have never received payments in which case there will be no payment information.

IF RESPONDENT SEEMS SURPRISED THAT THEY HAVE A CENTRELINK RECORD: Anyone who has received or applied for any type of social security payment, such as Family Tax Benefit or Child Care Benefit, has a Centrelink record. This sample is not based upon CURRENT Centrelink records - your last contact with Centrelink may have been more than 10 years ago. Most young people have a Centrelink record because their parents received Family Assistance while they were growing up. Other young people, who receive some form of social security payment (such as Youth Allowance), have a Centrelink record in their own right.

Sample was obtained from Centrelink in combination with the Australian Government Department of Families, Community Services, and Indigenous Affairs. Sample was obtained from current and PAST Centrelink records, thus your last contact with Centrelink may have been more than 10 years ago.

IF RESPONDENT QUESTIONS THE LEGAL BASIS FOR CENTRELINK HAVING GIVEN OUT THEIR CONTACT DETAILS: You are right that Centrelink records are not normally given out for surveys. Centrelink records can only be used for a study such as this when the study is deemed to have national importance and when the confidentiality of participants can be assured. The Commonwealth Government has approved this study under these strict criteria.

IF NECESSARY: Remind them that participation is voluntary.
IF NECESSARY: Tell them that they can call Centrelink and ask that their details not to be given out for research purposes. Roy Morgan Research cannot do this for you as we are restricted by privacy requirements from passing any information about you back to Centrelink. If that does not satisfy them, then we implement the protocol which has been designed, i.e. asking them permission to have someone at Centrelink contact them to discuss their concerns.

_________________________________________

Information on Roy Morgan

IF RESPONDENT ASKS FOR MORE INFO ABOUT ROY MORGAN RESEARCH, HIT ESC H AND SELECT RMR$H. If you would like any more information about this project or Roy Morgan Research, you can phone us on the 'Youth in Focus' hotline at 1800 647 466. Please ask for Peta Enbom.

We are conducting this research on behalf of Australian National University. You can find out more information about the research team on the web page at http://youthinfocus.anu.edu.au/home.htm

_________________________________________

END-OF-QUESTIONNAIRE